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Dukes rack MSMS

Senior dance majors illuminated their expertise in
spotlight performance last Friday and Saturday.
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James Madison University

The Diamond Dukes win two of three games against
Bucknell University over the weekend.
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New advising program to better communication
BY DRKW LEPP

contributing writer
The Academic Advising
NetworK a new way for faculty
and students to communicate,
is an effort to improve overall
student satisfaction with academic advising.
The Advising Enhancement
Initiative, which created the network, originally was sponsored
by the Student Government
Aasodatton, and will provide

advisers with better resources to
answer a larger variety of questions, according to English professor Kaym Sproles.
Teresa Gonzalez, administrator from the office of
Academic Affairs, said the
problems lie with different
assumptions about what advising should consist of.
"Students assume advising should be like that of
guidance counselors in high
school — very directive and

controlled," Gonzalez Mid
"Faculty assume that one-onone interaction with students
is the only way to advise."
Academic Advising encourages students to make good
academic choices, as opposed to
guidance counselors in high
school who tell students what
classes they must take.
According to Sproles the
Academic Advising Network
will be used as a way to connect
advisers to each other via the

Internet and pmgrams, such as
Blackboard. For example, a student may ask a very common
question about changing his or
her major, such as from chemistry to nursing. His or her
adviser, who previously may
have had no knowledge about
the nursing program, will be
able to find all the information
he or she needs to correctly
answer the student's question
from Blackboard. This will help
to end student complaints

HEAL+H

tee NETWORK, page 5

It to our sharad goal to:
* provide accurate and accesirbke
advtMng to al nudena
* help students pton weM to meet
aJ jjrajuarjon requirements
* help prepare students for their
careen and ftvet a*er graduation

MARC CHOVsraphic* edit,*

All for a
good cause

'Always be
prepared' for
safer sex

Up ytil Dawn raises
$40,000 for St. Jude's

BY ASHLEY RBBVI S

contributing writer
About 24 percent of students surveyed by
the
Sexuality Information and
Education Council of the
United States said they never
use a condom while having
sexual intercourse.
Unprotected sex can lead to
pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases.
In .ivoid having unprotected
sex, students must understand
how to make good decisions so
they aren't put into a compnv
mising situation.
According to the Sexuality
Information and Education
Council of the United St,\teWeb site, out of 14321 students
surveyed, only 41 percent used a
condom everv time they had
sexual intercourse.
According
to
the
Smartersex.org survey, only 26
percent of the 1,051 college
>.t intents said they did not
have sex under the influence
of alcohol in the past year.
Also, although college studtnta feel testing for STDs is
important, 62 percent think
they can tell whether a person has an STD "just by looking at them."
The most effective protection against engaging in
unprotiited sex is being prev according to Ann
Simmons, the coordinator of
health promotions for the
University Health Center
Students must know their
intention- before they plan on
going out, especially if they plan
or drinking, she said.
"Always expect the unexpected, |and) always be prepared," Simmons said.
Simmons said students
lirsl should understand their
personal beliefs and values.
By understanding their personal limits students can
avoid putting themselves into
compromising situations.
"I have been raised to
respect myself," sophomore
Nicole DiCunzolo said. "It
doesn't matter what the situation. I always question
whether or not my decision
H<>es against my values. It it
dors |>;o .ig.nnsi my values),
then I don't do it."
Also, Simmons said student! should go out in groups,
with an understanding that
the group is leaving and
returning together It someone
in the group becomes interest
ed in a person he or she meets
exchange information and
talk when sober
Knowing ones drinking
limitations is another important way to protect oneself.
Be aware of the factors that
Influence intoxication levels,
Such as gender, weight and
food intake.
"It shocks me that people
keep drinking to the point
that they are drunk," sophomore Jessica Rambo said. "It
just makes people do things
they are going to regret."

about receiving bad information from advisers.
Other facets of the new program include the development
of the advising Web site and a
revised mission statement. The
Web site will give students
access to advising at all hours of
the day, not just when their
advisers are in their offices. The
mission statement, according to
Gonzalez, will place a greater

on academic advising

BY JENNIFER GROVES

contributing writer
The third annual Up 'til Dawn
finale event kicked off Friday
night at the University Recreation
Center. The fund raiser lasted
from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. with an
approximate crowd of 300 to 400
supporters.
a\n estimated $40,000 was
raised this year by the Up 'til
Dawn JMU groups. Of the money
raised, 86 percent goes to
research, and the remaining 14
percent goes to St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital.
"Since the teams have been
raising money for a year, the
Ifinalel night is a reflection of [Up
'til Dawn's student organizers']
hard work," said senior Jen Keys,
the entertainment chair. "It's a celebration for thanks to people who
have dedicated their time and
energy to St. Jude's."
The money raised is sent to St.
Jude Children's Research Hospital
in Memphis, Term., for childn-n
with cancer. Joe Michael, a 13-yearold Harhsonburg resident, is a cancer survivor and was the night's
opening speaker.
His mother, Kerry Michael, also
spoke. "We are extremely grateful
to St. Jude's," she said. "They
saved my son's life."
Thus was a momentous night

Above, junior
Erin OHara
(rifht)Bet»
twr hair cut
by Nicole
Briacoe, No
Limit Hair

DMlgiM
stylist, for
Locks for
Love. Right.
Exit 245 per
forms at Up
til Dawn's
final event.

for Joe Michael because he recently
was told he finally had been cured,
according to Kerry Michael.
Planning the night's event took
over a year's worth of time, effort
and dedication by the club's executive director, who started planning
it over a year ago, according to senior Jen Granito.
"This has been my best year
at JMU solely because of the
awesome people that I've gotten to work with and meet,"
Granito said. "It's remarkable
how the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities have come together for such a worthy worldwide
cause for the children."
Senior Stephanie Noble, the
internal director of Up til Dawn,
said, "This is an extremely huge
event. I don't think any other
group on campus draws as much
awareness to this cause.
"You can see hope through the
cancer patients, lift family spirits
and see what the money goes
toward," she added.
The overall theme of the night
was "A Year in the Life." The
themes changed every hour,
which represented a different
month of the year.
For its finale event of the year.
Up 'til Dawn members organized
sporting events, "Star Search" and
see DAWN, page 5

Climbers remember
late Jared Neville
BY COLLEEN SCHORN
staff writer
More than $1,000 was raised
tor the Jared Neville Foundation
Saturday during the Unlvtttily
Recreation Center's sixth annual
Reach Out Climb.

-66
This [event] is an
opportunity to meet
people and
challenge youself.
— Eric Deschamps
UREC graduate assistant

95
The event was open to students and the public who paid a
fee to enter. It was $15 if one registered before Feb 16 and $20 if they
registered after Feb. 16.
About 80 people participated
in the event. The proceeds from
registration fees benefited the
Jared Neville Foundation, which
is unlimited to helping Western

Virginia climbing sit.-.
(ared Neville was a student who
died during the Spring of 2002 in a
car accident, according to UREC
graduate assistant Eric LYschamps,
who helped run the event.
"This (event] is an opportunity
to meet people and challenge
yourself," Deschamps said.
Wilderness Voyagers, an outdoor wear and equipment stun1 in
Harrisonburg. sponsored the event.
Wilderness Voyagers sponsored the first Reach Out Climb
and have done so the past three
years as well, according to Theran
Fisher,
an
employee
for
Wil.lemev, Vuv.lger"The store provides a lot of the
prizes and helps pay for the route
setters and some of the other costs
involved," Fisher said. Some of
the prizes included backpaiks,
climbing gear and outdoor clothing, .imong other items.
Laurie Alderman came from
Northern Virginia so that her II•year-old daughter. Mariali I
could compete.
"We heard about the climb
because my other daughter goes
to school here at JMU." Alderman
said Her daughter, Leah Cutler is
a freshman.

A-Phiasco supports RMH
BY CHERYL LOCK

senior writer
Alpha Phi sorority
concluded its week-long
fund-raising event, APhiasco, Friday after
i.iising $1,205 for the
Alpha Phi Foundation
supporting cardiac care.
The money that was
raised all week will be
sent to the Alpha Phi
Foundation, which, in
rum, will send support to
both the men's and
women's cardiac care at
Rockingham Memorial
Hospital, where the sorority chose to send its donation, according to sopho-

more Katie Lucas, Alpha
Phi philanthropy chair.
"We've raised over 10
times what we raised last
year," Lucas said. "I'm
really proud of the girls."
The one-day event
that was held last year
by the sorority — a car
bash — raised $83 for the
foundation. The sorority
changed its focus this
year and planned events
for every day during the
week of Feb. 16 to 20.
The sorority held
Heart Throb Penny Wars
on the commons Monday
through Friday from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m., where jars
for each of the social fra-

ternities and sororities,
along with Student
Ambassadors, were available for donations.
At the end of the week,
the Theta Chi fraternity
had collected more than
any of the other fraternities, sororities or Student

Antandon

A-Phiaeco also included events such as RT's
Chicken and Grille day
Monday, where students went to RT's and
said Alpha Phi sent
them. The restaurant
then donated 20 percent
of the profits to the
see A-PHIASCO, page 5
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Events Calendar

6
6
6
6
7
7

police log reporter

Qggjr Marie] \ii> heal I mnH & SptariMd and ivth Hart will
be performinn i" WUegn Hall Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tickets are
being told through the Htoien I l.ill Bon Office and at the door
U'i ^' lor [AC card holders and $11 tor the general public Fee
BHMe inhumation , iii.nl Irri'im Pmdel at ihluilejf.
I he I ni\ er>tl\ 1 lealth t enter is li.n |f|g a "How to Help I
Plfjnd

Crossword
Horoscopes

8
8

Awareness Week in the II—lltl and Human Services
huiklinR. mran 22119, front * to 430 p.m.

9

meeting in BAT, room 148, at 7 p.m Come see what you can

eVCnl In honoi ol Nation,il I tHng Disorder

The Air and Wast,' Management Asso, lation i* ha\ ing a

FOCUS

Little hands, big needs

STYLE

Senior dance concert review
Ziggy Martey preview
Ross Copperman preview
Comedy Night review
Tech Talk
"Robot Stories"

11
It
11
11
12
12
13
13
13

do to help the environment

and Science Show at I lunter McGuire School, whkh is located at 74 Quicks Mill Rd. in Verona This display will be in
conjunction with the Spring t*pen House and will show art
protects and science experiments created bv kindergarten
through fifth-grade . oed stinlents

Academic Advising & Career Development will sponsor
readier RsuulUiianl Day in the College Center Grand
Ballroom from M0 a.m. to 5 p.m Representatives from over
65 school systems will Interview students (or a variety of
position^ Studenti onaM meal recruiters by 11 am. to sign
up for afternoon inten ieus Visit WWW '»iu t'Jli/thhtl/lfih'hin^
for more information

In other matters, campus police
report the following:

"Shrove Tuesday Pancake Supper" at 6 p.m. All are invited to
Come (or pancakes and fellowship. The Canterbury House is on
Main Shwt between the Zirklc House and Buffalo Wild Wings.

Wednesday, Feb. 25
TIH.'

L ni\vr-itv Health Center is having a "Love Your Bodv i .ur *

UKK' Irom 4 to 6 p.m. This is a Wellness Passport event.
Woody Winfree will be giving a lecture on "I Am Beautiful"
in the College Center Grand Ballroom A at 8 p.m. in honor of
National Bating Disorder Awareness Week. This is a Wellness
Passport i'\*mt and is open to the public.
I .intt'tiHiry Episcopal Campus Ministry will be holding Ash

Tuesday, Feb. 24

Wednesday Services at 12M) and 6 p.m. All are welcome.

The bniversity Health t enter is ha\ ing .1 "Hinge laling '

Hoitttlfld Buffalo Wild Win^-.

The Canterbury House is on Main Street between the Zirkle

ewnt in honor of National I aong niaordci AwafeneM Week
The Greater Asian Initiative, sponsored by Shah Mahmoud
Haniti. will be showing the award-winning film "Return to
Michele Cavoto will be speaking on "The Kole of Diet in

Kandahar," which deals with a contemporary Afghanistan

Bating Dieorder Recovery" in honor.■! National I ating

.iini ,iddri"sS4_'s a number of theme-. lh.it transcend the bound-

Disorder Aware nut Week ki layhx Hall room MS, .it 12:15

aries ol any single country in Moody Hall in the Blackwell

p.m. This is a Wellness I'.i^-port event.

Auditorium, room 22, from 6:3(1 to K p.m. There will be a
discussion after the show.

Ihe Bn.lgewaler ketmmenl C oinmunitv is having a "Shrove
Tuesdav I'.uu.ike Meals" at the Bruigeis .tier Church ol the

WEATHER
Today
Partly Cloudy
High 50 Low 32

Tuesday
Few Showers
49/32
Wednesday
Snow
32/27

Thursday
Snow Showers
33/23
Friday
Sunny
37/21

MARKET WATCH
*» done on FWey Fat> 20.2004

l l-> uvsjon group in the lounge on the lourth floor of

will be served from 4 to 7 p.m. Donations will be used for

Warren Hall at 7:15 p.m. For mon- information contact

arpeting lor the third door nursing > .lie unit.

Submitting events to the
Events Calendar:

DUKF DAYS
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CONTACT INFORMATION

Matting »OO.e..
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-8.77
dose 1234.80

NASOAQ
-8.03

SAPStQB
-2.95
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dose 1144.11

Section phone numbers
Style xB-3151
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01 Anhony-Seegw Hall
MSCW05
James Madison University
Hameonoura. Virginia 22M7
Phona: (540| 568-6127 Fan: 1540) 5SM736
E-Mail address: lha bree»CyrrH/.*du
Breeze Net: nnp /otwwinebreurag
Bookkeeper
Susan SMRett

fu Hi
- riplittitn no more than V-

ODWon/Focus xS-3849
Spora ■MNt
PnotolGraphics X8-6749

Receptionist
■janaa MsChasney

Publication Coordinator
TontMehang

MISSION

Candle's Spa
THELOOK

feur Avon Dwt«f

comereju.
Contarofl

end RaaWTvoer S
(A<roii from Sham*)

WMkmg Dtunca from
SunChm. Scon* G*.#. Ik* **f
PotomidC
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HAIRST YLING 'TANNING • NAILS • DAY SPA l> MASSAGE

Property Damage
A JMU employee reported that an
unknown person(s) damaged a marble wall in the men's bathroom at the
Convocation Center Feb. 19 between
5 and 11.40 p.m.
Grand Larceny
A JMU employee reported the theft ol
a silver trumpet in a brown leather
case Irom the Music Building
between Feb 12 and Feb. 17.
A JMU student reported the theft of
an Xbox game station, two Xbox
games two Xbox controllers and a
duffel bag from White HaU Feb. 6.
Petty Larceny
A JMU student reported the larceny
of a JAC card from a table m
Gibbons Hal Feb 13 at noon
An unknown subject removed a
television/VCR combination from
Roop Hall Feb 18 at i p.m.
Harassing Phone Calls
A JMU student reported receiving
harassing phone calls on a private
cell pnone in Spotswood Hall f-eb. 16
at 3:30 p.m.
Number of drunk in public charges
since Aug 25: 63
Number ol parking tickets issued
between Aug 26 and Feb 19 20.508

CLASSIFIEDS

ADVERTISING STAFF

The Breeze, the
studeni-run newspaper
ol James Madison
University serves student and lacufly readership by reporting
news Involving the
campus and local
community The
Breeze strives to be
impartial and fair In Its
reporting and firmly
bsfceves m its First
Amendment rights

Ads Manager
Lauren Kmelski
Assistant Ads
Manager
MattLasaw
Ad Executives:
Krtsten Egan
Steve Doherty
Ryan Fagan

■ How lo place a classified Come to

Classifieds
Manager
Bnana Mills

The Breeze office weekdays between 8

Ad Designers:
Beverly Kitchens
Lisa Marietta

lor each additional 10 words: boxed

JoanMassaro
James Matarose
Jess Woodward

Ekiaberh Hemner
Jonathan Rojas

Get Ready for Spring Break!
CALL
4333322

■«r

■ JosePn Slllllz IS ,ne Cnlel Economist ol World Bank Paul Voteher is the chairman of The Board
of Governors of the United States Reserve System This information was cited incorrectly in the
Feb. 16 issue ol The Breeze

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday monnngs and distributed
throughout James Madison University and Ihe local Hameonburg community
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Drew Wilson, editor

Credit Card Fraud/
Credit Card Forgery/Obtain by
Falsa Pretense
Non-student Metnda S Kistng, 32.
ol Grottoes was arrested and
charged with credit card fraud, credit
card forgery and obtaining by laise
pretense Feb. 17 at 10:34 am. after
an incident that was reported
between Jan 20 and 24

Rachel at wilhwtri'k23®yalu\<

to he published Please try to limit i

The Breeze

DOWJONES
-11.74
dose. 3005.34

The Unitarian Uni versa lism liberal religious group is having

Brethren I unch will be served from III a m to I p.m. Supper
L

A JMU student reported that, while in
the shower, a man in a eght blue start
opened the shower curtain in
Chesapeake Hal Feb 19 at 7:30 am

i intertniry Episcopal Campus Ministry b holding its annual

.'\vnt in honor of National Fating Disorder Awareness Week in

in laylor Hall, room 44)2, from noon to ] :10 p.m.

*>

POLICE LOG

The Hunter McGuire School will he hosting its Annual Art

LEISURE

Women's basketball recap
Women's CAA swimming
Baseball vs Bucknell
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House editorial
House cartoon
Darts & pats
Breeze reader's view
Spotlight
Letters to the editor

SPORTS

MONDAY. FEB.

am and5p.m.
■ Cost: S3 00 lor the test 10 words. $2
rtaaaWarl, $10 per column inch
■ DeadWies noon Friday lor Monday
issue, noon Tuesday lor 'Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance
m The Breeze office
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TAMES MCHONE
antique

jewelry

"W/unjMll buys its engagement rings.

10 Tanning Visits for
I

Shampoo A Haircut

$ 12.00

$30 and jet 6.

Perms S30.00

more FREE
|

Facial Waxing

IO%OFF

$6-00
Highlights

S3S.00

Retail Products

75 Court Square, Harrisonburg
CH&et to ■Ban^OfAmerica)
433-1835

I

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Come to our Churchwide 50s Sockhop Party
Saturday, February 28 at 6: lOpn
DuKing u< 50"l Music. Hula-Hi nip t 'onrott, Buhhlf-tium Blowing Qnitrst
Corton Candy, Popcorn, FK>,n>
Drest in 50'» attire and join the fun!
Call the church it you need a ride - we'll get you there and back!

Sunday School - Sundays at 9:45 am
Worship Service - Sundays at 11:00 am
Wednesday Dinner &. Bible Study at 5:30 pm
501 South Main Slreet • 2 blocks north of campus
www.harnMmhurKhapmt.corn • Transportation available • 433-2456

-

Only Raw Bar in Harrisonburg
--Available

■■Come Omm FoftZ^

nterti^nment
i^*

CoryTinkhamTuesday, Feb. 24th

Jimmy 'O' Every Thursday

Edible FolkFriday, Feb. 27th

Muelle- /i
Saturoiay,

H Price Appetizer
Appetizei Menu
Daily 4-9 pm
Huge Sandwich Menu
Fresh Burgers
Hotdogs
Chicken
PoBoy
HamiTurkey, and more,...
Wings- 2S« each Mon&Thurs
eat in only
Salads
Vegetarian Dishes
Fresh fish and steak
Tuesday crabiegs
10.99/lb
Wed Oysters
5.00/ Doz
WaariiNamoneui
liVMIlin am
433-9874

SEAFOOD BAR

&

GRILL

MONDAY, FEB.

All dogs go to heaven

Set story Mow

IS, !=.■£
300 students to go on
Alternative Spring Break
About 300 students are
participating
in
JMU's
Alternative Spring Break
program this year, according
to a Feb. 17 press release.
These students will
"serve as volunteer tutors,
health workers, teachers,
cooks, carpenters and
laborers at homeless sheltcrs,
according to the
press release.
The programs are studentled, according t.i Kich Harris,
•MOdMe director of |MU's
office HI Education Support
Programs tor l nmmunityServioe learning. Studtnts
have been in training since
October and arc-cunvnllv still
li'.iming different lb
This is the 11th ye.tr the
Alternative Spring Break has
bean in place and Hits was
the Program of the V-.ir in
IW8 by Break Away, a
national group that pmmotes
community service.
In 2002, JMU was ranked
24th by U.S. News cV World
Kc/wrf for service-learning.
For more information on
JMU's Alternative Spring
Break, visit its Web site at
www.jmu.edu/csl/asb.

Academic advising to
host internship fair
There will be an internship
fair Thursday Feb. 26 from 9
a.m. Io4:50p.m
This event is sponsored by
the Academic Advising and
Career Development.
Students can meet with the
employeers frnrn 9 to 11:30 a.m.
They then can set up interview
times that will happen from
1220 to 450 pm.
The internship fair is open
to all years and majors,
according to a current student
press release.
Students an- ad\ IM>I In
dress, pmtcssionallv and to
bring iopies of their resume
and portfolios.
For more information,
visit the internship Wub site
at www.jmu.edu/internfair or
call X8-6229.

story Mow

BY PAMELA CONSTABLE

The Washington Post
Poppy cultivation is .1 rapidly growing scourge in
Afghanistan, which already
produces 75 percent of the
raw substance that ends up in
the international heroin trade.
While in Naw Zad. the top
U.N. official on drug issues
was addressing .1 .onlvri'iuv
in Kabul, warning that without a massive crackdown on
poppies, Afghanistan could
Iv.ome a "narco-terror" state
like Colombia
But here, poppies are both an
entrenched tradition and an irresistible opportunity. Five years of
drought have made it impractical to grow anything less profitable, such as wheat. The river
that once meandered through
town is now a trickle, the old system of underground channels is
dry, and farmers must buy water
from neighbors with wells
Many raise almond trees, but the
ground among them is thickly
sown with poppy.
Last year, the government
made a half-hearted effort to
curb poppy planting, but
stopped when confronted with
farmers' protests. But, the
Taliban Islamic militia, with ibwhip-wieiding police, was able
to virtually wipe out the crop in
2000 by simply ordering farmers
to stop growing it The bitter
memories of that episode are one
of the main reasons people in
Naw Zad detest the Taliban to
this day
"It was a very cruel time.
The first season, we ate up alt
our reserves. The second sea-

I VMM \r<)NSTABl>y7VWu*«W<»ir0f>jr
Citizens of Naw Zad pick poppy Mads out of a field. This product It grown the moat because of Its ability to thrive despite
bad weather conditions. Residents say they do not feel as secure In their home anymore, but are happy the Taliban Is gone.
son, we all went deeply into
debt," recounted Ibrahim, 39,
who was bent over a furrow of
young plants that resembled
dandelions, weeding with a
scythe as his three small
nephews helped him
Ibis
was the work of our fathers and
grandfathers, and it is how we
will feed our children," he said.
Then- is another reason people in this area hate the Taliban,
and insist they are immune to
the revived Islamic militias that
have been rtvrmtmn across
southern Afghanistan in recent
months, focusing their efforts
on rural ethnic Pashtun communities where people are disillusioned by the lack of servic-

es and security.
In Naw Zad, dozens of families lost their sons to forced military conscription by the Taliban
in the late 1990s. Armed men in
trucks burst into homes and
shops, carrying off young men
of fighting age and shipping
them north to the front fines,
where Taliban forces were battling the Northern Alliance militias. Some boys died there; others surfaced in Northern
Alliance prisons, where t.imilies
amid purchase their release.
"The Taliban took my son
and made him disappear. How
could I ever want them back1"
demanded Qalandar, a farmer
whose son Sultan, 17, was

grabbed by the Taliban recruiters
four years ago. For months, he
said, he searched fc»r the boy in
vain, finally giving up and
slaughtering his only cow in a
Muslim mourning ritual. "His
death broke me," he said.
People in Naw Zad make
dark |okes about the Taliban,
muttering that its local officials
cared more about chopping off
thieves' hands than building
schools or clinics, and mocking
the enormous black turbans
they wore wrapped low
around their ears as an intimidating talisman of auth< >nt\
But, whik' residents express
little fear of a Taliban revival,
they also said they badly miss

the sense of order and security
that reigned during the militia's
strict seven-year rule in southem Afghanistan from 1994 to
2001. In those days, one man
said, "you could put a stack of
cash on the ground and no one
would dare pick it up."
Today, violence and theft are
rampant, and, at dusk, the town
shuts down like a storm cellar.
"No one feels safe now," said
Salih, 30, the attendant at Naw
Zad's only gas station. "My
brother was taken away by the
Taliban, and he probably died as
a prisoner up north, but that's
an old problem," he added
dryly. "Now we have other
armed men to worry about."

Women don't vote as
often as men, panel says
BY TELIS DEMOS

Columbia Daily Spectator

HARRISONBURG
—
Kileen Ivers will play the Celtic
fiddle Feb. 28 at 8 p.m. at the
Court Square Theater.
Ivers is the daughter of
Irish immigrants and gniw up
in Bmnx, N.Y.. according to
the Feb. 20 to March 3 issue of
the Skyline Rrfra.
lor information on her
performance, call the box
office at 433-9189.

(I in PlMSSON/TJn- W(in/r'<ii 1

HOLLYWOOD,

SM

Without
Taliban,
l
no one
feels safe'

Irish performer to play
at Court Square Theater

top writers guild prizes

QALANDAR

Naw Zad farmer

Afghanis live in constant fear

A less painful approach

Small films carry off

'His death broke me.'

NEWS

After suffering many strokes. Spot,
President George W. Bush's dog,
was put to sleep.
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Dr. William Zempsky hooka up a new treatment of electrodes to needles In the
back of cancer patient A.J. Burks. "We are looking for something to use that
has less side effects (than other forms of treatment!," Zempskey said.

While the current generation of young women aged
18 to 30 are more civically
engaged than ever before,
they are voting at the lowest
rate in the history of
women's suffrage, according
to voting experts and candidate daughters at a panel
discussion at Casa Italian.! .it
Columbia University.
"No one is keeping us
from voting, but, shockingly,
no one has to,' said Cindi
Leive, the editor in ehiet of
Glamour maga/me "Why are
we handing over the most
crucial right we have?"

Leive and other editors at
Glamour, which hosted the
panel, were "shocked" by
the results of a recent Pew
Charitable Trust foundation
study at Rutgers University.
Women under 30 — a group
of 22 million potential voters, who constitute about 8
percent of the total population — were the least likely
voters of any demographic
group, with only one in five
likely to cast a vote in the
2004 election.
Cokie Roberts, a political
commentator for ABC News
and the daughter of two members of Congress, moderated the
see VOTE, pa^e 4

Calif.,

(TV lot rtneeWi leaeaJ
Small was large in the feature
film
screenplay
honors
Saturday night at the 56th
annual Writers Cuild Awards,
as Soh,K oppola Uxik the nod
for her original script for
"Lost in Translation," and
Robert Pulcini and Shah
Springer Herman shared honors for their adaptation of
"American Spleml.u p
I .~i in translation," an
eccentric, intimate film about
tWI i jot-l.i^cd American stuck
in a hotel in Tokyo, has aLso
bxvn nominated for four
Academy Awards: Best IVture,
Coppola for Best Original
Screenplay and Best Director,
and Bill Murray for Best Actor.
The quirky "Amen, ,m
Splendor," adapted from the
comic books by Harvey IVk.ir
and the novel by Pekar and
foya Mrabner, bested majormovie competition from
"Cold Mountain,"' "The lord
of the Rings: The Return of
the KIIIK
' Mvetil Kuc i
and "Seabiscuit" I'uluni and
liiman have bean nominated for an Oscar lor Bee)
Adapted vnwplay.

Presidential pet Spot dies at age 14
BY MIKF. ALLEN

The Washington Post
Spot, President George W Bush's
omnipresent brown-and-white
I nglish springer spaniel, died
Sitiirday .liter .in illness She was 14
Spot was a puppy of Millie, who
belonged to the elder I're-uli-nt
Hu-.li. and was born in the White
House on March 17, IW Spot
made her debut in a photo session
with her litterm.ites and i- Had by
histonans to be the only pet to live
in the White House twice.
Spotty, as the pnsident called
her, moved to the governor's mansion in Texas and then returned to
her birthplace for the inauguration
in January 2001. amusing tin I MW
by romping around the Air Force jet
on the flight east.
During Bush's trips to his ranch
in Crawford, Texas, Spot chased
birds and — according to her master — was "a good runner" and "a
great water dog.
"I'll go fishing, and Spot will be
out in the middle of the lake, either

chasing the lure or chasing a
nMahoppcr or chaBbtg. something,"
lie told reporters during a tour of his
ranch in 2001. "For a 12-year-old
dog, she's in incredibk' condition."
for the past tlmv years, me public could see Spot accompanying
the pn-sident and first lady Laura
Hush down the steps ol the hclicop1.1 at lliey returned to the White
House after weekends away, or racing olt in Air Force Ore when they
touched down in Texas
Barney ha?, gotten mon- attention
m taoant years. But, like the first
child, there's always something
secretly special about the older dog,
and Bush seemed to accord Spot a
certain senior status Bush, who
insists on jackets and ties in the Oval
Office, once said while speaking at a
high school in Wisconsin that Spot
"understands the decorum of the
Oval, so she gets to go in
Some people who were not
exactly fans of the president used
to say that all you needed to
know about him was that hi' dog
was named Spot. Even Bush has

joked aboul it
Tistplcoften ask me how I came
up with that name," lie said, to
laughter, at the White HotlM
Correspondents' Association Dinner
in 2002. "1 don't know; I'm just kind
of a creative guy."
Spot aged noticeably during her
second tour at the White Houee,
and aides watched sadly as she
began walking into doors.
The White House announced
Saturdav that she had .1 series of
strokes recently, including one this
week. Spot's veterinarian SBOOBI
mended that she be put to sleep,
and the first family folkiwed that
advice Satmdau nfflfleal said.
White House press secretary
Scott McClellan leaned the following statement about an hour an**
her 1:30 p.m death. "The Betel
dent and Mrs. Bush and the i-ntue
Bush family are deeply saddened
by the passing of Spot," he said.
"A loyal and loving companion,
Spot was a beloved member of the
liu-h family for nearly 15 years.
She will be missed."

STKVF 1)1 .SI ICWKnighi Ruldrr Tritmt
President George 'V. Bush and first lady Laura Bush
go for a wiUk with Barney, left, and Spot, right.
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VOTE: Candidates
appeal less to women
VOJt, fampqp I
panel "Bvrim ,in' nnl the ml
problem." she said, echoing ,1
key theme of the afternixm.
"The real pmblem Ls cultural."
Several speakers agreed
that voting needs to be.ome
triendlier to young women
through technology, and by
raising issues relevant to
women such as security,
health care and jobs.
"To attract 'her' politii.ilh
first you have to understand
her' culturally," said Kellyanne
Conway, a former KepuNu.in
pollster and president ol the
Polling Company.
"I agree that there are
perceived barriers to voting," she said. "Technology
is a native tongue to this
generation
of
young
women. We need to invest in
better voting methods "
Yet, some of the panelists
disagreed that technology
was a factor.

Despite former Vermont
Governor Howard Dean's
impressive support through
the World Wide Web, "the
thing that didn't seem to happen was that translating to
votes," said Alexandra Kerry,
one of two daughters of
Senator John Kerry (D-Mass.)
on the panel.
Others
said
that
America's distant leadership and political system
alienate otherwise engaged
young women, citing statistics that college-age women
are more likely to participate in school activities, but
much less likely to vote.
" 1 think the reason that doesn't
translate into votes is because ...
they don't trust their politicians,
and that's especially a problem
with the [President George W.)
Bush's administration," said Gate
Edwards, the daughter of Senator
John Edwards (D-N.C.) and a
senior at Princeton University.

Your

ews

should be

HERE.

IMWS

DMVI MWS. news. new*., news, iifws in vvs news

Want to write news? e-mail
breezenews@hotmoil.com

Send us story ideas at
breezenews@hotmail. com
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J Concerts presents

I55T3
Live at Virginia Tech

JMU Summer
Study Abroad Program
2004 Galapagos Natural History Studies
Biology 325G - 3 credits
May 16-31, 2004

Tentative Itinerary:
May 16 - Travel to Quito - Ecuador
May 17-Otavalo Indian Market, Human, San Antonio, Ibarra
May 18 Ml, Cotacachi, Cuicocha, Peguche, Equator
May 19-QuitoCity Tour
May 20 - Avenue of the Volcanoes, Latacunga
May 21 - Banos area including Devil's Cauldron, Inca Falls
May 22 - Cotopaxi Volcano National Park
May 23 - 30 - Galapagos Archipelago

NOW

May 31 - Travel back to States

IN

CONCERT

witti special! guests

CARBON LEAF & graham colton Hand

Estimated Cost: $4,313 plus tuition
For Information,
email mcmullckOJmu.edu
or see
http;//wm,imu.edu/bioloav/mcmuiici^/Ciass/32!ih^mi

VIStudents:SIS ■""flB* UUSA Box Office
Non students S20 March 1,2004
1.880.843.0332
The New Album - Keep It Together - In Stores Now ,,..
N
, _
.
(tickets a*)
For Tixano more n'o'Tiat or visit www.guster.com

Mtammmmmt !■■■ in in i WMMllUttl* in 3 n»MHB nm-mim, animiita

Sponsor* by 0M Jamas Madwon UftMtj Offlca of international Programs
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A-PHIASCO:
$1,205 raised
A-PHIASCO. from ;>jy,- /

ten wji/pfm/rfii 1 inxfcardiac jjmJttm

NETWORK: Focus groups
reveal true advising concerns

DAWN, from page}

NETWORK, from page 1

Sleepers were held in a
pretend jail in one of the
smaller gyms until they started to pep up.
Since being active is Midi
a strong component of this
organization, teams were
honored at thecMnl
The team "Curly Fries"
was the year's leader in fund
raising. The group consisted
of 10 people who raised
$3,000 collectively throughout the year.
"For tonight's event, each
team member was required to
raise $100," junior Erin Curley
said. "We did this by writing
letters to friends and family
asking for their support of
such an admirable CMM
As the name of the organization states, the groups literally stayed "up 'til dawn" in
an effort to raise money and
awareness for St. Jude's.
"It's all for the kids,"
Granito said.

Announcing the Opening of

Nina K. Smith, MD
GYNECOLOGY
"Health Care for Women - With a Woman's Touch"
Accepting New Patients
(540) 442-9055

1956 Evelyn Byrd Ave.. Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Want to know how well your antioxidant vitamins are doing?
Want to help the world's children fight hunger?
Looking for great skin care products?
Looking for great webhosting and telecommunications products?

See my websites for details!
cbruble.mypharrnonex.com
cbruble.my-ntc.com
cbruble.mynuskin.com
cbruble.mybigplanet.com

I \iu Beautiful is .i
moving presentation about women
across
America
who have discovered wh.u it means
in hi- beautiful.
The stories are
powerful .md inspirationaL From
.in
outrageous
older woman to .i
Viet ii .i Hi

8 P.M.
FREE AND OPJ

BALLROOM A
rO THE PUBLIC

DCQUCiPUL
\\;ir nurse, from
dancers t<> teat h
ers i<> sun Ivors <>t
abuse and breast
cancer, these stories make us appreciate the ability
of the hum.in
spirit In blossom
under adversity, to
rise up with j<i\,
.md tn see the
beaut) in doing so

DU SOLC sisccr

SPONSORED BY THE UNTVERS;
HEALTH CENTER (X83503)
FOR MORE INFORMATION
WWW.IAMBI
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DAWN: 'Curly Fries'
leads fund-raising effort
"Survivor" contests and a
womanless beauty pageant,
which consisted of guys
dressing as girls.
The night was highlighted
by an hourly morale dance.
Headed by Grace EasbySmith, morale chair, and senior
Elizabeth
McCency,
recruitment chair, the dance
revived tired supporters
throughout the night.
"We do the morale dance
to pep people up," McCeney
said. "All the teams learn the
dance, and we all bond."
Supporters who began
dozing off immediately were
sent to "Morale Jail."
"When we see people
falling asleep, we try to pep
them up by putting them in
jail," Easby-Smith said. "We
make them go find out facts
about Up 'til Dawn so they can
learn about the organization
and have fun at the same time."

foundation. Wednesday nighl was The Pub's
karaoke competition for S3 and a bagel sale in
ZaneShowkcTll.ill
Thesorunty ,ils,i held a J.nl and Bail e\'enton
the commons For On |ail and Bail event, volunteers would be hold in the cell until their
friends raised $20 to get them out.
Mike Citro, the coordinator of fraternity and
sorority life, and Kristen Muncy, associate dirutor of Student Organization Services, were
among the participants.
"I think it [«enl| a.ilK well,' said sophomore tame Desmond. .1 member of Alpha
Phi. "People i.irm- out tiulon.ite money. There's
just been a lot of support''
The members of tin- sorority signed up for
shifts of at least three hours, but Lucas noted
that many of the members spent well over 20
hours on theewnl
"There's definitely more participation this
year than last year," said senior Rachel Dubin, a
member of Alpha Phi
For more information about the A-Phiasco
event, visit the Alpha Phi Web site,

23, 20041
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emphasis on student
responsibility.
The first step in the
process began in 2002
with the formation of
focus groups and the
distribution of surveys
to undergraduates in
order to determine
students'
concerns
about advising.
The results of the
survey showed that
availability of advisers,
which previously was
thought to be a large
problem, actually was
not,
according
to
Sproles, who developed the program.
Only 3.1 percent of
those surveyed said his
or her faculty adviser
was "never there."
She said throwing
away
these
old
assumptions is the only

way to make this new
program work.
Adviser
Kate
McDaniel, administrator from the office of
Academic Advising,
said her job primarily
is to help advises navigate the JMU academic system, and to help
them with the logistics
of registration and
policies.
There are many common problems brought
to them, with which
they cannot always
help,
Sproles said.
These problems include
help with what classes
to take, getting into a
class and deciding what
major to pursue.
Students
sometimes find it frustrating when advisers
cannot help a student,
for example, get into a

LISTEN
TO ANY CD BEFORE
YOU BUY IT!

5

class, Sproles said.
"It's not time-consuming or a big burden," Sproles said. "It
will help us cope with
the changing nature of
JMU. We are hoping to
get back to the level of
communication we had
when all our offices
were on the Quad."
The
Academic
Advising
Network
was introduced to faculty Feb. 17.
According
to
Sproles, it will be a
slow process, and,
between 2005 and 2007,
additional
faculty
advisers
will
be
appointed to help with
the program.
For more information or to find out
about updates on the
program,
visit
umm.jmu.edu/advising.

GET THE
MUSIC YOU
REALLY
WANT!

NEW I USED CDs • LPi VINYL • CASSETTES
DVD • VHS • SOOKS • CASH FOR YOUR MUSK!

434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.

WHAT A RECORD
STORE SHOULD BE!
wwn.plin9Daolc.coBi

Student Organization Services would like to
recognize the newest members of the
nationally recognized organization
Who's Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges.
Congratulations on you academic and
extracurricular achievements!
B>(air Baiiey
Lindsay 'Barnett
tficoie 'Bed
Jacauetine 'Bryan
%athryn CampSeCC
Meredith Cashdoffar
Jennifer Converse
Cathleen Converse
Meghen Tenton
Lindsay §i(christ
'MichaelQoodman
'Amy ifammarter
Lori tfantine
Ashiey l(err
Kirk tfetherington
Mary tfuntsverry
Amanda Jacob
Kristin Kasunich
Qeorgeanna Long
Sarah Lothrop
Carin Mansfiefd
Afyssa Manuef
Megan McCarthy
(Evangefia Moniodis
Jennifer Muth
'Doug "Roherts
'timothy 'Rossettini
Morgan 'Rouieau
Lindsay Smige(ski
SheryiSwenson
Lauren Tramonte
Afexis Zankman
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[Gibson's] biggest counterculture move was
that he made a film about Christ that wasn't
demeaning, blasphemous or comical...
BRIAN GOODMAN

freshman
St house editorial below

OPINION
H o u s E

... keep in mind that if [ECP supporters and
critics] voted, they did their part in the democratic process. After all, what is the point
in calling America a democracy if everybody doesn't take full advantage of their
right to vote?
SM

column below

E D I T 0 R I A L

Voicing opinions by protesting, voting share similar power
Students constantly are being told
that their votes maloi ,1 difference With
national programs sm h as Kock the
Vote, which encourages voung people to
get involved in the political election
process, the concept of "ovcrv vote
counts" is driven into the head of anyone between the ages ot 18 and 24.
But, students need more than that. It
is difficult for a 20-year-old who is
focused on schoolwork, extracurricular
activities and a social life to levy out
enough energy to apply for an absentee
ballot. Students need a reason — something that hits home — in order for them
to realize how important their votes are.
The House of Delegates passed a bill
last Tuesday that would ban the distribution of emergency contraceptive pills at
every Virginia public college and university. The bill, which was proposed by Del.
Robert Marshall, R-Manassas, next goes to
the Senate, and. if passed there, could be
signed by Gov. Mark Warner into law.
That means all of the hard work JMU
students have put in over the p.;
lo reverse the Board of Visitors' decision
to allow ECPs to be distributed on campus was useless. Forget the 2,714 signatures junior Krissy Schnebel collected for
a Student Ckwernment Association Bill
of Opinion. Ignore the 50 students who
rallied on the commons and marched to
Mark Obenshain's office last May.
Nevermind the nationwide struggle of
liberal students vs. conservative adults
on this touchy topic
The bottom line is, unless all students
who participated in the ECP protests

voted in the last House, Senate and governor elections, their fight for ECP ili-tnbution at the University Health Center
could lie overruled by the higher power
— those who did vote.
The 2000 presidential election proved
a similar point. Onlv 537 votes were
needed to change fhe Florida outcome,
which gave the electoral vote to republican George W. Bush over democrat Al
Gore, according to Turn magazine.
Only 3.5 percent of the JMU population would have needed to vote in the
Florida primaries to change the outcome
in 2000. Less than a quarter of those students who signed Schnebel's petition
put together had that ability.
Protesting for something you believe in
is fhe same thing as casting a ballot Each
has similar power — the possibility of
change. Unfortunately, the close margin of
victory only is discovered after all fhe
votes are tabulated. In the case of the oncampus distribution of ECPs, supporters
and critics alike should keep in mind that
if they voted, they did their pail m Undemocratic process. After all, what is the
point in calling America a democracy if
everybody doesn't take full advantage of
their right to vote?
Every political guru can announce
repeatedly the importance of voting, but
students need to ignore them Instead,
focus on fhe details Think of the protests.
Remember fhe letters to the editor
Whether you are for or against ECP distribution, those actions count when considering casting a ballot. In the next election,
don't let it be too late to make a difference

■ Breeze Reader's View

Feeling passionately
about 'The Passion'
BnanGoodman
In a hundred years, when people look back at recent movies,
they will think America was
made up of more corned ic homosexuals and attractive millionaires
than Christians In other words,
they will think we all lived in
< .ilifomia.
For a movement to which 82
percent of Americans claim to
subscribe, Christianity's impact
on Hollywood has been minute.
All these changes come
Wednesday; This week marks
the release of Mel Gibson's
"The Passion of The Christ."
From a purely cinematic perspective, hallelujah
Gibson directed and financed
the film himself, spending $25
million to document the last 12
hours of (esus Christ's life before
the crucifixion.
In true Gibson fashion, the
movie received an "R" rating for
excessive violence. "Trie Passion
of The Christ" is more along the
lines of of "Braveheart" than
"What Women Want." "Jesus
Christ Superstar" had better be
running for cover.
This movie inarguably is a
departure from the typical
Hollywood fare. And, by taking
the path k>ss traveled by, Gibson
broke thniugh some guardrails.
His higgcsl .ounterculture
move was that he made a film
about Christ that wasn't demeaning, blasphemous or comical —
tor in Hollywood. Christianity is
the one unbreakable taboo
Entertainment publicist
Michael Irvine said it well
when he stated in The
Washington Vim,-, it's ,-,isier to
declare yourself a gay. drug.iddicted kleptomaniac than a
born-agam Christian Saying
you are a bom-again Christian
at an elite Hollywood party is
lik,' waring a swastika to a
B'nai B'rith fund raiser There is
a visceral, palpable contempt."
The fight between Gibson and
Abe Foxman. director of the AntiDefamation League, has been
juicier than watching Howard
Uean attempt to appear electable.
According to the ADL, "«t
i very single opportunity,
Gibson's film reinhras the notion
that the (ewish authorities and the
k*wish mob are the ones ultimately responsible for fhe crucifixion.
TV New York Times was quick
to lump in fhe fray, calling on
lolumnist Frank Rich to prove

Gibson's ulterior motives. Out of
all the mudslinging. Rich's was
by far the most creative.
"IGibson) shot The Passkm'
in Italy, where a recent cartoon
in the newspaper In SMimM
showed Israeli tanks about to
roll over the baby Jesus'
manger. Do you want to kill OK
once more?' read the caption."
In other words, Gibson is an
inli s.Ttutc because he filmed his
movie in Italy, and someone in
Italy was anti-Semitk. By the
same logic, I'm a nymphomaniac
because I live in New York, and
Bill Clinton lives in Nk-w York
Rich's argument is pretty weak
— even for the Times.
Fortunately, things began to
cool down after the "Primetime"
interview last Monday. Gibson
publicly staled that he does not
consider Jews responsible for the
death of Christ because he
believes Christ came to die for
his, and the entire world's, sins.
"The big answer is, we all did,"
Gibson answered, when asked
who kiUed Jesus "I'll be the first in
the culpability stakes hen-"
Foxman came clean during
the show, stating definitively that
he ckx'sn t believe (,ibson is ,intiSemitic, or that "The Passion of
The Christ" is an anti-S-mitu
movie. His concern, he stated,
was that it had the potential to
spark anti-Semitism.
Jewish columnist Dennis
laager had similar concerns ittn
watching an advance screening
of the movie.
However, he understood that
such fears were mostly unjustified, at kast within America.
"What k'ws need to understand." Prager wmte in his syndicated column, "is that most
American Christians watching
the film do not sir the lews as the
villains of the passkm story historically, let akme today. I M
most American Christi.ins
believe that a sinning humanity
killed Jesus, not the |cu - Se
they know that Christ's entire
purpose was to come to this
world and to be killed for
humanity's sins. In the! hnsti.in
God made it happen, not the
Jews or the Romans "
Hopefully, we've reached the
point where we can return to the
movie, wfuch was never intended for box office success. If it
were, then Aramic and Latin
tee CHRIST, page 7
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Pat...

Dart.

An T'd-like-to-save-you-ttvmy-harddrive" pat to the hot guy working at the
.omputing help desk.
From a senior girl wlw doesn't feel bad about
being technologically cliallenged if it means getting In talk to you.

A "you-suck" dart to middle class
white people in general
From nil upper middle class person who
is disgusted hu ycwi -i unsticking Ipwlifes.

Pat.

Dart...
A "thanks-tor-wasting-oiir-time" dart to
Hie |ML officials who think it's necessary to
"assess" our sell image, and whether or not
WC tlunk we hate Iru-iuis
From a sophomem* uiio uvuld ratlier laiv Ikrn
skrrnng or at least tattd on something wmtmMk.

A "thanks-for-going-out-of-your-w.n to
the girl who risked her life and ran into tr.iific on Reservoir Street just to mow .i n.itlic
cone for OBMH
From a commuting junior who rent
i utrgirl performing random ads of kindness

Dart.

Pat...
\ unii.im. .ii ,1 saved-the-day" pat to
survmem urn in a Speedo for his heroic
efforts Mniday on the commons, stopping a
pickpix ket in mint of lour lour gniups.
/ ram a much-appreciated fan of guys In
lor flatlet
HM'

A "put-il-kuk-in-vniir-pants" dart In the
guy e-mailing pictures ot his |unk ,u ,i
library computtT amiss hum mi'
pi. tun-,
that In- otn loush look with his cell phone.
i hmiot who couldn't ttof laughing
while trying lo tmt a paper, and jM Unit mi
•Jiould nf doing tlutt in a MM puhlic place.
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"Lock her in*
with Jessica

her work in
one of ag/tfiictorwJMrWlo make all of
CaiTipUB
W?products by hand SPOTLIGHT
m mass quantities."

Maryn Soroka

Brian Harvey m

junior
junior. ID!.S

sophomore. English

uM

AMY PATERSON/

n
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"Only allow her lo
cook with frozen
food and force her to
fat Spaghetti O's
mil of the am."

"Make her live in
the slums of Peru
and cat cornmeal
for the rest of her

Karen Stanton

Kirl Thompson

junior. I i

freshman, art

4< If Martha Stewart is found guilty, how would you punish her? ^f
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Gay marriage
opens door to
equality for all
Dear Editor,
The
Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court made a
groundbreaking decision ruling thai permitting civil unions
and not marriage for same-sex
i-oupli-s is unconstitutional,
inferior and discriminatory status for same-sex couples."
Should this ruling stand, it
will have vast, long-lasting
implications that will reionfirm
the equal status of all US. citizens as guaranteed bv our
Constitution. The ruling of the
Massachusetts Supreme
Judicial Court is not an attack
on marriage, nor on family;
rather, it -imply is a valid
attempt to redefine these societal institutions.
The time-honored, traditional social constructs of
marn.ige and familv an outdated with some 50 percent
of marriages ending in
divorce, resulting in the
extinction ol the once allimportant nuclear family.
Ihuv the institute of marriage and concept of family
must change in order to
accommodate the vast
chfflMBl in S-H K!\
History has shown us that
institutions that fail to take
into account the changing
needs and desires of the popul.ition are those that grow
weak; those that recognize
and accommodate changes in
needs grow strong. Take the
VS. military and American

colleges, for example. They
grew stronger after allowing
Alricin-Americaro
and
women to participate.
Similarly, granting samesex couples the right to marry
would strengthen the institution ol marriage by allowing it
to meet the needs of the true
.Iner.iK ol i.innlv structures
in America today.
Families have grown
diverse In recent decades, thus
leading researchers to study
how these different familial
relationships affect children. It
has become clear than the
"quality" of a f.imih's relationship is more Important
that the particular "structure"
of families per se
In other words, the qualities that help a child grow
into a good, responsible
adult — learning compas- contributing
to society and being respectful
of others and their differ
ences — do not depend on
the sexual orientation of his
or her parents, but rather on
uents' ability to provide a loving, stable and
happy home.
Further, the Human Rights
Campaign states that research
has shown children raised bv
gay and lesbian parents fare
just as well on "conventional
measures of child develop
ment ... (including] aoklemi,
achievement, psychological
well-being and social abilities
as children raised by heterosexual parents."
For these reasons, several
leading child welfare organizations — such as the Child

Uelfare League ol America,
the National Association of
Social Workers and the
American
Psychological
Association — have issued
statements that dismiss
assertions that only heterosexual couples are capable of
being good parents.
Opposition to same -sex
marriage on a religious basis
has its place, however, not in
the federal or state governments. Those who use religion
as ,1 h.isis tor argument in legislation are forgetting the vast
number of individuals in the
United States who are rot
Christian, or have no particular religious hcliels and exhibit an utter disregard for first
Amendment rights of citizens.
While social institutions
m.iy allow for same-sex marriage, this does not mean that
u-iigious Institutions must toi
low suite. Marriage, in the
the government, is a
contract. Proposed amendments to the Constitution do
nothing to pn>tect family values in the most simple interprel.ilion; the Federal
Marriage Amendment would
make Ms-ond-class citizens of
millions of Americans.
Only one amendment
to our Constitution in over
200 years ever has taken
rights from U.S. citizens —
the 18th amendment, prohibition — only to be
repealed soon thereafter.
Do we really want to go
down that road again?
Rachel Pierce
junior, 1SS

Education major
unfairly targeted in
recent article
Dear Editor,
I think that I speak for all
students involved in the
College of Education when I
say that Kelly Jasper's article
printed in the Thursday, Feb.
19 issue of The Breeze was
unfair, poorly researched and
completely taken out of context. I am a senior and 1 generally have been pleased with the
level of responsible journalism
1 have seen in The Breeze over
the yean, but I truly am
appalled by this article and feel
as though it makes my major
— something I am dedicating
my life to — look like a joke.
Students who decide to take
on the enormous responsibility ot
teaching children and apply to
the College of Education are
required to have a minimum
grade-point average of 25, which
they must sustain throughout the
course of their involvement with
the education program. It is
impossible just to "get by" in the
College of Education.
Students constantly are evaluated based on their course work
and performance in practicum situations. Unsatisfactory performance in the education program is
not tolerated and should not be. It
is important for us to hold
achievement in high regard
because who would want their
children taught by someone who
got Cs and Ds in college?
The woman who was chosen
to be interviewed as a representative of those who are involved in

this program is,i sophomoiv who,
more than likely, has not begun
taking education classes yet Most
IDLS majors do not begin taking
education courses until their junior year. The math and science
classes that she spoke about in the
article are not education classes.
They are General Education classes that II )l £ mail« an' required to
take, such as GSCI101 and MATH
108 — the same CenEd classes
taken by students in all majors.
learning how to teach does
not involve simplv "learning to
work together (in groups)" and
"learning a lot of practical
stuff "according to a source in
Jasper's story, hut involve; developing an extensive knowledge ni
child development and teaching
methods that are grounded in
theory. The ID1.S major is
designed to help those who wish
to teach to bniaden their knowledge base in a wide variety of
subject areas bv taking courses
that are parts of other majors.
The reasons education students receive mon> A's are not
because our workload is easier or
the professors grade in a different
way, but because education students are dedicated to learning
how to teach and n-afizc that tlw.
one day, will be doing one of the
most important k'bs in the worldTeachers are underpaid, underappreciated, and certainly do not
deserve to have their education
portrayed as a joke, as it has been
in this article. Please take your job
as a journalist as seriously as we
take ours as future teachers.
Jane Thomas
senior, IDLS major

CHRIST:
Bible story
hits theaters
( IIKIST,frompage6
would not have been the languages used for the movie.And,
he probably would have
used well known actors.
Gbson made this mo\ie, and
made it so provocative and
graphic because he wants to
impact the viewers.
I wanted to push the viewer
OVCI tin' edge/ he said in the
"Primetime" interview, "so that
they an tiu enonatty — the
enormity of that sacrifice."
Christian or not. the greatMt movie*- .ire thOM that cause
you to see hevond the film and
look at yourself. "American
History X," "Requiem for a
Dream, "Schindler's last," and
'Fight Club reach a pinnacle
in movie history because they
have the power to change you.
That was (tlbeon'i ajoali
Ai IteaafcL I hope it Ineptaa
introspection, and I think it
doai I want lo inspire people
and make people leel."
I dent know if "The Passion
of The Christ" will be the next
deeply piuvuuative blockbuster
hit. I don't even know it it will
be good. The excessive hype sets
a high bar for it to live up to.
But, this is the old "if you see
one movie this year, then make
•UfC it's this one* scenario.
Whatever happens, it cannot be
missed. Much ha- Kin s,iid preemptively about this film, but
you the viewer can make the
final verdict. Go see it, and
decide for yourself
Brian Goodman is an undeclared freshman.

Eating disorders and
body dissatisfication
are real concerns.
Get Real Expectations.
:?S&W

Get Real Information.
Get Real Help.

T/y.jjg^R^r;-

National Eating
Disorders Awareness
Week 2004
www.NationalEatingDisorders.org

Brought to you by the University Health Center
For more info, call 568-6178 or visit our website:
www.jmu.edu/healthctr
.M4B&£.
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ALaureate

Saint Joseph Medical Center
The Center for Eating Disorders
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (Feb. 23). TMi yiur, you 11 bt- amazed to find th.it the ceiling isn't made of glass.
In fact, there's no ceiling at all Nothing stops you as you climb toward success. Accept advice and
encouragement from yourself, and follow through on a dream.

Aries March 21-April 19

?

3

1 m<

s

e

'

I
1

fr

&:you get credit tor the win? Of course you

Taurus April 20-May 20

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

^pk» Todav is a 6 - Proceed with caution as you
wM follow through on a hunch, a dream or
t^-lf both. [Xm't try to explain it to anyone yet.
If vou're right, they'll know soon enough.

^

Gemini May 21-June 21

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

M Today is an 8 - Youll be walking on
eggshells for the next few weeks Its
important for you to develop finesse.
From there, slowly step up to success.

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 5 - Caution is advised for a
f while. You could easily spend more
money than you have coming in. That's
not a good uio.i

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
j*w *~\ Today is a 9 - Send an emissary ahead
a^BBjr with instructions on what to discover For
Jj Jj now, stay back and continue planning

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
Today is a 6 - Others may overestimate
how much you have. You don't need to
tell them otherwise Don't let them t.ilk
you out of your life savings, though. That
would be foolish.

What is the difference
between a student
studying and a farmer
watching his cattle?

do! That's one of your specialties. Be
.ltu-ntivi' .ind love will grow.

^ Today is an 8 - Go ahead and let yourself
^Mkf be swept awa) by another s romantic sug'^■a» gestion. You don't have to lead all the
time. Relax and let yourself follow.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb 18
j^t
I'S*
i^K
■* ^-

Today is an 8 - Chug away at a tough
assignment. You'll win if you persevere.
Besides, you could discover an easier
method. Use your brjins

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
^r*
Today is a 7 - Go ahead and apply for the
flL^BI rdif* OT 'he position of greater responsi^a# bility You're liable to get what you ask for
I'ut your research to good work.

Solutions to Last Issue's Puzzle
F u E L
P R E s
P 1 A N O
I) R G E
R O C K
« A D 0 N
J 1 G G L L I H E H A N D L E
i S S U E S
O P E C
s 0 s
MO s TI SI A T C
C A L
M A J
D 1 s M A L
A W E
P E R 0 N
C A 1 R 0
B A N G o N T H E F A U c E T
A R 1 A s
s N A 1 L
R A T
1 F N T 1 T
S T N ■s 0 S O
S T E s
A s T
C A T
R E T E
N 1 A M E Y
u S E M 0 R E D U C T T A P E
s T E l N
A N IN E
E D E L
p O S|T B
L A|O 8
8 E E P
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CandY

1

1

l<

1?

w
I40

■

13

H

3'

hu

■■■" ... i
57

|M
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42 Desiderata
43 Cup brims
44 Your, of yore
45 Wound mark
46 Flying buzzer
47 Prince of
Darkness
52 Arose
55 Bobby of
hockey
56 Chinese
chairman
57 King of Hi
DeHo
61 _ in the bag!
62 Berserk
63 Not enthusiastic about
64 Golf gadget
65 Seventh
letters
66 Remove
restrictions
67 "Another 48

si

1"
I-

■J

ACROSS
1 Mil. rank
4 Angel of the
first order
10 Now hear I
14 First of a
Latin trio
15 Loath
16 Nod, to Eden
17 Fed. medical
complex
18 King of Torts
20 Wayside lodge
21 Vent opener?
22 Be admitted
23 High Priest of
Country Music
28 Charged
particle
29 Nights before
30 Mel of the
Polo Grounds
33 Stout or bock
35 Pine-sap
product
37 Biblical
prophet
38 Husband of a
countess
39 Behaved
40 Pinza of
"South Pacific"
41 Large amount

so

i:

«

■flee

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
_gfToday is a 6 - Clean up your nest, throw out
T^t the old trash and make the place comfortfj^g able. You'll be surprised how much better
you feel when your environment is clean.

1

Sj30

w

j Today Is a 7 - Your ne*t assignment shouldn't be all that bad if it's something you
choose for yourself. Even if someone is
making you do it. you'll enjoy the benefits.

■°

Answer lo lasl issue's riddle

9

'■■' ---

Today is an 8 - If you empower someone
lo do the job better than you could, do

—Tribune Media Services

Rinm i: of the Day

B

m
—J-

Libra Sept. 23-Ocl 22

Today is an 7 - You're chugging right along,
f but this time you may nottOI th.it vou care
more about what the others think. ftvl.
need, suggest and recommend. TWs is
good. They'll love you even more for it.

* A44
~£/Wl
W^
^^^

i

DOWN
1
2
3
4

Frenzied
Protein acid
Prince of Wails
Far Eastern
boat
5 once in
a while
6 Rent once
more
7 U.S. Bible
8 Trident-shaped
letter
9 Farm layer
10 Miniscule
11 Cease
12 Key
13 The slammer
19 Wagers
24 Planet
25 Cowboy movie
26 Like many
campus halls
27 Is inclined
30 Wizard of Oz
31 Stumble
32 New Mexican
art colony
33 Highest quality
34 To his own
35 South Fork or
Ponderosa
36 Great quantity

37 Moray catcher
45 Pop
46 Heavy particle
47 Cordero and
Arcaro
48 Dismal cries
49 Wooden box
50 Horse opera
51 Sensory
organs
52 Heroin
53 Mild
54 Orchestra
member
58 Not-a-full-load
letters
59 Soho restroom
60 Tic-tac-toe
winner

Want to RELAX on Spring Break?
To Do:
Find apt for next year
Finish history paper
Apply suntan lotion
Go swimming
Have fun

Stop by The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate
and find your roommate for next year!
...then cross it off of your "to do" list
Hurry, limited space is available!
Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get
FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!
The Commons

South View

Stone Gate
Office Hour*
Monday - Friday
8:30-7:00
1068 N Lolt Lane

432-0600
www.lbjllmlted.com

www lhecommons«partments.com

www.soulhviewapaftments.cc-m

www.aionegaleapartments.nel
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Grandparents in local program help family
by taking care of grandchildren
Story by contributing writer Sylva Florcnot • Graphic* by art director J»««ic» Taylor
Energetic, smiling Marissa*, new 5 years old, acts like
any other child her age. One would never guess
that, as a 2-year-old, she lived among drug addicts
The last time Shelia Helsley and Jim Lincoln picked
up their granddaugher, Marissa, the experience both
was joyful and painful. Marissa was sitting on the floor
with her suitcase in a small area cleared of the trash and
feccs As soon as she saw Helsley and Lincoln, she bolted out the door to be with them.
"1 remember [Marissa] yelled, 'Mom, I'm going to
Grandma's,'" Lincoln said. "There was a naked lady on the
couch and a drunk man walking down the hall."
Marissa's mother, Kathy*, a 25-year-old who "weighs
maybe 80 pounds," according to Lincoln, was yelling from the
doorway. Kathy, a drug addict with no car, house, permanent
address or personal belongings, is Helsley's daughter.
"I would love for my daughter to get her act together."
Helsley said. "But, I think most likely she'll (overdose]. In
my heart, she's already died. I just haven't buried her."
Kathy, Helsley and Lincoln are not an unusual case. The
VS. Census Bureau reported that 4.5 million children lived
with grandparents in 2002, according to the AARP Another
2.4 million grandparents take care of a grandchild's basic
needs, according to the same census.
About 80 percent of those times, grandparents step in
to care for grandchildren because of a parent's substance
abuse issues, according to Cindy Reeves, who has
worked with Women's Health Focus and Rockingham
Memorial Hospital for 15 years.
She also founded Parenting Education And Support
for Grandparents (GRANDPEAS), a program geared
toward helping grandparents like Helsley and
Lincoln raise their grandchildren.
"Our mission is to reduce risk factors and increase protective factors for kids in the community," Reeves said.
"Grandparents feel isolated, like they are the only ones [raising grandchildren]. This program brings grandparents together and provides them support and social opportunities.''
Lincoln and Helsley both expressed having felt overwhelmed and isolated by their new responsibilities,
especially in the beginning.
"It was very tense that [first] year," Helsley said. "We
also went from having three full salaries a year to one, and
we added a family member."
Lincoln said even the small things had a huge
impact on the three of them.
"Simple things like having shots were a big deal,"
Lincoln said. "I had to go to the pediatrician with [Marissa].
It's been 20 years since I've had to do something like that"
Having little feet pitter-pattering around the house
has taken away the spontaneity of adult life for
Lincoln and Helsley as well.
"The days of someone calling at quarter to seven to
meet at seven and have dinner and a beer are gone,"

Lincoln said. "But, thaf s not necessarily a bad thing."
Since GRANDPEAS started up in August, the three
have been regular attendants. The support, coupled with
the opportunity to introduce Marissa to other children in
similar situations, is priceless, according to Helsley.
"She had no interaction with other children [early on],"
Helsley said. "She didn't talk until she lived with us."

—44
Grandparents feel isolated, like they are
the only ones [raising grandchildren}.
This program brings grandparents
together and provides them support and
social opportunities,
— Cindy Reeve*

HouiHlernKiRAMil'l \S
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Nowadays, Marissa is a well-adjusted and confident child who seems to realize the worth of each day
with her new caretakers.
"Things little girls usually take for granted, she never
takes for granted," Lincoln said.
Despite any constrictions or complications, Lincoln
and Helsley agreed wholeheartedly that Marissa is
nothing short of a blessing
"We were dying [whenever she was gone]," Helsley
said. "We were always wondering what was going on
with her. That's when we knew we loved her and we
couldn't live without her."
For Helsley especially, Marissa was an elixir of life.
About a year ago, Helsley's mother had her first surgery.
Marissa, who was 3 years old at the time, was there from
that moment until the day Helsley's mother passed away,
taking naps in the Intensive Care Unit waiting rooms and
chit-chatting with all of the patients.
"It was a grotesque surgery, and [Marissa] saw everything. She wasn'tput off at all," Helsley said. 'To us, she was
such a blessing. She was life when my mother was dying."
Helsley admitted she didn't tell Kathy about the
surgery. The hospital, Helsley believed, was only too
accessible for a desperate drug addict, and she was
worried about leaving Marissa with Kathy.

"[The Virginia Department of Social Services] told us
'never leave the child alone, never rum your back and never
underestimate (your daughter and her boyfriend] when
they come to visit,'" Helsley said. "It was a shame not to tell
[Kathy], but it was the right decision."
Despite the positive outcome of taking care of
Marissa, it was a jarring road to happiness for Lincoln,
Helsley and Marissa, both financially and emotionally.
"We had five court cases in Tidewater," Helsley said.
"We had two lawyers, so legal bills were another struggle."
Long before Lincoln and Helsley could get the law
involved, they both struggled to bring Marissa's abhorrent
living situation into the light.
"Social services made eight visits [to Kathy's home],
and no one was let in," Helsley said. "Until you can prove
[conditions are bad enough to remove the child], you're
just crazy grandparents."
Pained expressions clouded both faces as Helaley and
Lincoln described the first two years of Marissa's
life. Marissa spent every day shut in her room with
a dresser in front of the door. Kathy left the television on
all day, tuned to the Cartoon Network Although most of
the time Kathy would slide food under the door, there is
documentation of days when Marissa had to dig through
the trash to pacify her hunger.
"God knows whal she's seen," Lincoln said. "Stuff a 2year-old should never see."
Every time Helsley and Lincoln were able to take
Marissa out of the house, her clothes were filthy and her
skin was covered with fleabites. Worst of all — Marissa
had really never been outside.
"I remember the first time she fell down on the lawn,"
Lincoln said. "She didn't know what grass was. She'd
never been in a yard. She'd never even been on a swing."
Lincoln warns other grandparents to act immediately if
they think their grandchild is in danger.
"Don't wait [until] the child is older and it will be harder to deal with the emotional issues that go along with
these situations," Lincoln said.
Lincoln and Helsley also realize they are not the
only grandparents experiencing round two in the
child-rearing department.
"There are other grandparents out there doing the
same thing, and who think they are all alone," Lincoln
said. "But, there are other people who have gone through
the same thing, or are going through the same thing, and
eonly a phone call away."
RANDPEAS meets on the first and third Wednesday
of each month. A respite will be held Saturday, April
10, from 3 to 7 pjn. (location TBA). All grandparents
and other relatives raising children are welcome to attend.
For more information on the GRANDPEAS program
and/or the respite, call Cindy Reeves at 433-4421.
'Names have been changed to amctal idrnriry.
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reasons you should apply to be a
2004-2005 UPB executive council director...
excellent professional experience to add to your resume
meet and work with amazing people
over $300,000 to spend on UPB-sponsored programming
influence over the programs and entertainment brought to JdlU
networking opportunities
$1,000 scholarship
get involved in a fun organization

no €XP£RI€nC€ REQUIRED!!
executive council oositioos include.
executive director
director of finance
director of membership
director of variety entertainment
director of issues 8 cultural aiuareness
director of musical events
director of cinematic events
director of media 8 public relations
director of multimedia & giaphic design

applicant info...
Applications available in Taylor 234.
director of print advertising
director of event promotions
director of cinematic promotions
director ol hospitality
director of technical services
director of arts events
director of artists & repertoire (a&r)
director of label promotions

All applicants can apply for up to
3 director positions.
All applications due on feburary 27
by 5pm to Taylor 234.
Call 568-6217 or visit http://upb.jmu.edu
for more information.

got UPB?

UPB
MIII
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■ Dramming to the beat

STYLE

Reggae artist Ziggy Marley
performs at 8 p.m. tonight at
Wilson Hall Auditorium.
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"I was fired from being a dishwasher at
Denny "s — no dishwasher had ever been fired
before; they had no idea how to handle it."
MITCH FATEL

comedian
SM

story Mm

—

COMEDY REVIEW

PREVIEW

Seasoned comedians keep audience in stitches
BY NATHAN CHIANTRLLA
MHII

writer

Two comedians put on a
hilarious show tor thoir Wilson

Mali

Auditorium audience

Nearly 350 students certainly
got their money's worth as both
comedians did uproarious hour
long nk
The first ■■■■■IHMI U* the
night to perform was Adam
Ferrara. Armed with a cup of
coffee, he immediately began
ripping on |MU.
"Do vou even h.ive lights
here? How do you see each
other — do you get candles, or
how does this work?" he
quipped. After his commentary
on visibility, he cracked jokes
about coffee creamer and the
coffee
machine
btlWM

Keezeli and Wilson halls.
Me also told an elaborate
story on what our "Gen Ed"
program entails. He humorously denned the program as where
students simply observed "Jen"
and "Ed" in order to fulfill their
graduation requirements.
ivrrara also recalled stories
from his college days, as he
shared that he didn't remember
t(x> much, but is pn*ttv MM thai
In- look a course entitled "Used,"
as that was what was written on
the majority of his books.
Fenara's routine also featured many other topics ranging from history to religion, and
included his version of how
one should handle the tech
support for the recent Mars

happening; what more do you
want me to do?" Ferrara said
'To me, there is only one
God, and organized religion is
merely what long-distance
company you choose," Ferrara
said, following one of his many
jokes aimed at religion.
"Remember, it only took 12
Euys to start Christianity, so
ow hard can it really be?"
Ferrara remarked. As religion is
sometimes a cuntniverM.il tOOkC,
Ferrara was quick to respond to
RMM from the crowd, replying,
"What? Are your parents here
or •OBiethtag? It is I >k to laugh
about this stuff."
The show was everything
one would expect from a umn
dian with such an accomplished
rtMinu'1 as l.naia Mis off-thecuff, intelligent-yet-sometimes-

nuMonB. 1 *n pmrin control-alt-delete, and nothing is

vulgar style of humor has been
all over television, and even
film, recently. Ferrara is a regular on "The Tonight Show with
|ay Leno," "The Late Show with
David Letterman" and many
Comedv C enlral specials. He
also has appeared on the 300th
episode of "Law & Order," had
a starring role in the ABC series
"The Job" and had a role in the
feature film "Ash Tuesday."
Without a doubt, Ferrara
thrilled the audience in Wilson
I (all. At the show's end, many
Ktfdfnfr lefl repeating various
parts of his act.
Junior Bob Allensworth
enjoved Fame's let Tom's
ability to improv kept me on
the edge of my seat throughout

long performance, Mitch Fatel
tow the -"t-igt*. Fatel, a short
man in an old T-shirt and nans.
delivered all his jokes with a
somewhat uncertain and innocent slant to them, as seen with
his deliberately nervous and
quiet voice. Yol, hidden within
his quiet words were some
incredibly funny remarks.
Mil am Mitch and I am very
tunnv." fatel-.ik! to begin his ait
He soon admitted that he liad
been hn\\ from the only job he
ever had, and was happy to be a
comedian
1 was fired from
being a dishwasher at Denny's
— no dishwasher had ever been
fired before; they had no idea
how to handle it." This all added
to the humor as he spoke in a sh\

the entire rivrw, heerid
Alter lerrara's nearly hour-
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DANCE REVIEW

Dancing tfie nigftt awau
Dance majors culminate JMU experience with senior concert
CORBY Nhi.sON
contributing writer

BY

.

To say "shake your bon bon" would in
itself be an understatement when ownpared to the senior cast erf dancers that performed Friday and Saturday. The performance, entitled "A Senior Dance Concert,"
was held at Godwin Hall, room 355.
The show consisted of performances
by the graduating class of JMU's danceprogram, some of which showcased a
few undergraduate students. Trie concert was ,i plattorm ol eight modern
dance pieces — sorry, no ballet here.
It was a way for the students to present what they have learned during
their tenure fan the major.
"I feel so gratetul lo have had so
mam opportunities in this department, and so lucky to have worked
with so many talented artists here," senior
Emily Oleson said. The dancers per
formed, choreographed and worked
lighting switchboards and music without
.lid from any professors or professionals.
The senior cast included Whitney
Heptinstall, Oleson, Karen Jones, April
Gruber,
Megan
Lowry,
Rebecca
Berryman, Arielle Smith and Cynthia
Marafino. The performances featured a
veriet) <'t muffle ranging trom hip-hop,
modern and classic to trance. The
dancers themselves were equally as varied in technique, taste and approach in
order to keep the audience interested.
"This concert is for everyone who
wants to have fun," said junior Ashley
Scott, a dance major.
Oleson, a veteran perfomKT, stood out
from the rest of the performers. Her dance
skills. ,is well as choreography and ability
to blend music with flare was attractive
She — along with fellow performer Jones
performed a tap numhet titled "You
Make Me Wanna" to Salt 'N' IVpa\
"Shoop." The piece was on beat and nad
attitude "It's tBtoreejree It's something
I'd never be able to do, and thaf s why I
like it," said junior Chns lewell, wno

watched neperfonMnoM
This merging of two usually conlradu

tory types of musical style — tap dance
and hip-hop — had the audience
enthralled. Oteen continued this
extreme of exploits in her number
entitled, "Different than what?"
Here she incorporated modern
dance with hip-hop music. With its
carefree enthusiasm, Olsen's
piece was reminiscent of
when
someone
dances to a

"Second Story" and "Frantic
Energy" were very fluid pieces,
although they were more simplistic in nature, featured more
movement and showcased
group talent
In 'Tresses," the message was more playful and

tender, with a void on
visual distraction; as all
favorite
the costumes were
song in nSepnraci of
white, which COfttfMfft
his or her bedroom l >lsen
ed against the black
began the piece in a wild frenbackdrop on stage.
zy movement and followed
"Second Story v\a>
into a stylized, rhoretigraphyenergetic as well but
marked stream of movement,
as OIK' performer wonas the piece progressed.
a liitten-nt top than the
With attitude and humor,
other performer- the
Oleson
mixed
modem
piBOS highlighted the
dance
with
frivolity,
one dancer in relation
through stripping her
to the group. "Forth
clothes oft and utilizing
Energy" was an excelmultiple hand gestures.
lent show of talent and
"Different
than
good musical accomwhat?" featured the
paniment by DJ Craig
reoccurring use of
Armstrong. Hie pieoe
an extended hand,
WM intensely enera butterfly, peace
getic, and the pertoi m
sign, smoking gesers dancing was not
ture and the use of
in unison, providing a
sign
language.
visually arresting ml
Oleson capped it off
lage at all times
by flipping her midWhile it was ofo i
dle finger to the
ous that effort and talcrowd, and ended the
ent were HEntBcenl
plKe with an outaspects of each piece
stretched hand.
perfernwd there were
Some performers
obvious star plawrs,
sek-cted a more subwhile others merely
dued approach
were passable. The
with more of
show was not without
a focus on
BCOnnang nximents.
technique
KHISI1 ND0NNB I T/<M/>frtt>fR*j»Vr
"Eat My Dust
than
on
Senior Emily Oleson performs her piece,
hit the duel due to
impact.
"Different than what?" at the senior dance its lack of consisIresses '
concert Friday and Saturday In Godwin Hall, tencv One moment

WOlaVI be intense, the next boring, the
blowing intense section and then boring again. The piece was a roller coaster
ride with too many loops. The choreography was mediocre and lacking. The
piece included a myriad of
randomly placed technical dance moves, yet
as there was no visible
passion or emotion in the
piece, it was devoid of meaning.
Following this formula was "Ivory,"
an equally dull piece that did not
amount to the SUM caliber as other
pieces and succeeded only in contusing
the audience. The piece was messy,
jumbled and lacking in technique. The
three performers seemed to walk about
the stage, sporadically convening to
hug each other. The technical aspect of
the show was absent.
"Wait is that dance? Are you serious? I
could do better... and I have two left teet,"
said Jake Walsh, a Blue Ridge Community
College student who felt some of the
dancers could have done bflttv
The showcase ended with a number
entitled 'Senior Improv." This was a
moment for the seniors in the concert to
reflect on times spent together and what
the\ have learned. I go stv every chnCB
show here, and it was really awesome to
see the seniors' work highlighted
ior Kristin Von Kundra said.
Heptinstall recited the final QUOM
and instead of something aimed at making everyone's eyes brim with tears, in a
hilarious, unexpected turn of events, site
recited OutKast "So tickle the tickle,
let's see your seat belt fastened / Trunk
rattlin' like two midgets in the back seat
wrasling / Speakerhow whrale the tag
make it sound like vou got aluminum
cans in the back/ But I know va'll want

ed th.it 908, cen you feel that li-A-S-S,
Kiss / Hut I know ya II wanted that 808,
i an rail feel that B-A-S-S, bass
Tlte finale, Senior Improv" ended on
an energetic noli 11a snee dance majors
would just like for everyone to reiiK-nihcr
that thev like the wav \IHI mo\e

CONCERT PREVIEW

Copperman, friends take stage to raise record funds
BY ERIN LEE

staff wiiti-r
I

IK MUIIIUI

hUMSOf l.ilonl-

cd mlo iclt *nd .i captlli
groups will nil (.r.itton
ill iiuMtir tonlghttf 8:30
for DM Koss t opptnnan md
Friendi c oncer)
Piano man Ross Coppermaa
.i iiinior. will perform along with
the Overtones, Low Key, Notend Exit 247 BFl.it Project and individual
artists junior! (.r.iham Cochrane
and Hnan king Ihe concert is
Imt donations will be
accepted at the door.
I OW kl'\ is .ilw.ivs Wt'lcomr tohrlpout with a cause,"
said •ophornort Keith Mann, a
member of Low Krv "Ui hkr

to [|>eifurui| with ail typea ol
groups
so we're really looking forward to that"
C opprmian said tin- mone\
will op toward publicity for the
n-kuscol In. tirsi album At L-.ist
1,000 copies have to he nude for

distribution, since tiiat is tin'
minimum in one press, accord
IM lo Mrdar Gabby Revilla. She
said an April release date is
anocipau-d
Copperman said he hopes
ill-- oonOBri will Ix-lp him reach
his $1,000 goal in order to h.wr
the capital to make the tirsi
1,000 records.
"The fund -raiser• I incert is to
i ns, money for the album that I
just finished in Nashville.'
Coppennan Mid "I am flying to
Austin, Texas, to finish the
vocals over Spring Break "
( opprnn.in sigrxsd a conIr.u i H nh Aklss | ntertainment.
Inc. in January. ARISS was
founded Revilla and senioi
I rik.. Sabcrhaaen ARES' other
ilirnts include local bands
Adelyn and Indigerxxis Womb.
.inording to Mm
ttiinntnil»DM.
Krvill.i is t oppannan'l personal manager, who accompanies him to shows and n
ing sessions, she has been the

tx-sl thing to ever happen to my
canvi i opperman said
Coppennan's debut album
is Ix'ing produced by Clay
Ryder, who plays the keyboard

with oountry alnaai lliil Vassar,
who aramdad |MU until 1985.
ll'um Caarum \.iss.us
band, along with Gopparinan/l
piano and vocals.
( oppannan jotnad forces
with \,iss,ir .iller (XTlormmg .it
Vassar's Homecoming pertorni.uue in Octobtr 2003
"After the show, [he and l| wenhanging out. and I asked him to
check out MUM oi my stuff.
[\.issar| was like, 'Wow, you
should conx to Nashville, and
I'll ptodlMl \our record,'"
Coppennan Mtt
Coppernian's
publicity
strategy features a street te.mi.
which is.i grass nxitscampaign
in which the fans help pnimote
the .irtist DMnatod ntria began
..tiling him to see how thev can
help put his name into the
industry, so a street team was

Pt«*i.-.«im-.1..ll,lHHI H/MII.I
Junior Ross Copperman and Friends will perform at GraftonStova* Theatre at 9 tonight to raise money for his debut album.

i natad according to Rat Hb
|l laving .i stnvt team| is a
very popul.u IIHII lor all artists
who are MriOUi in music,"
Reiilla s.iid Members of the
stnvt Irani do everything Innn
poattng lliei--. promoting sliovvs.
selling menhandise .it sh,n\s
and win king on Internet publicity in chat rooms and message
hoards, according to Revilla.

Sanior Kristan Tomlinaon
is Copperman- KPMt-taam
le.uler at JMU; he also has a
-ire.l team leader at the
University of Virginia and ,il
Virgmi.i livli
II l| .in j».
some way to get your name
out then'," c opperman said.
lor paopai ntoraaaed In joining Copperman's stnx-t team, ein.i11 kri$ten@T(isscvi>i>i'riiitin ami

Ptmlo ,-ninc>> ol 7JOGY MA«> I

Reggae artist Zlggy Marley wM
headline a show at 8 tonight
at Wilson Hall Auditorium.

Reggae
fans sway
to beat
tonight
BY SARAH MANLEY

staff writer
Ziggy Marley will have
audiences jamming tonight
with his melodic groove at
Wilson Hall Auditorium when
he takes the stage at 8.
Marley is on tour promoting
his first solo album "Dragonfly,"
which was released late last
vear, according to Marley's publicist Matt Solodky. Marley said
he prefers that the album not be
categorized into a particular
genre of music; instead, he
wants the audience to feel it for
themselves. "If s all just music to
me," Marley said.

46
I heard JMU was a nice
place, and I want to
spread my message to
future generations.
— Ziggj Mark)

99
Ziggy Marley, son of reggae legend Bob Marley, has
been making music for over
20 years with his three siblings in their group, "The
Melody Makers" in his native
Jamaica. Marley said his
musical influences include
Marvin Gaye, Stevie Wonder
and his parents.
I lis slop at JMU is part of a
Iwo-monlh tour that will run
thmugh March 6, ending in
Pittsburgh. T heard JMU was a
nice place, and I want to spread
my messages to future generations, Marley said. "I just want
everyone to love each other."
The tour is co-headlined by
band
Michael
Franti
&
Spearhead, which provides "a
drih ions srnonuabord of pop,
hip-hop, rock and reggae
served in an intimate style,"
s.nd Wendv Wnsberg, publicist tor the band.
Marley met Michael Franti
& Spearhead several years ago
H hue on The Smokin' Grooves
Tour together. "They are good
people and good artists —
together we make a good
team," M.irlry Mid
Singer and songwriter Beth
I lart will open the show. "Beth
Hart has a really unique voice
and a unique sound with a lot
ol versatility,* Mid freshman
leremv Paredes, UPB director
oi nirdia and public relations.
"She is r.isv listening, but can
also do more upbeat music."
Il.irl is tx'si known for her late
'90s hit "L.A. Song."
This will be the first major
reggae act to perform at JMU
within the past several years,
according to I'aredes.
"We are definitely expecting
a great show," he said. "We're
Irving to serve lo the diversity of
the student body."
Tickets are $9 in advance
with a JAC card and $13 for the
general public and at the door.
The concert is general admission, and doors open at 7 p.m.
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Googlization
Search engine revvs up, takes off

Film to test brink of reality
Feature-length film based on role of robots in
lives of humans, director to speak at Grafton
BY SEAMUS O'CONNOR

Google Search

( I'm Feeling Lucky

BY DAVK NORMAN

staff writer
Seven years ago, the sound
"Google" was simply that — a
sound. Today the word "Google"
is perhaps one of the words most
synonymous with the Internet. m
it has become the most-used
search engine on the Web.
The name "Google " is rooted more deeply than some awkward noise — it comes from the
mathematical word googol, or
the number one followed by 100
zeros — an enormous number.
Google's corporate Web site
advertises, "There isn't a googol
of anything in the universe. Not
Mary not dust particle-, not
atoms. Google's use of the term
reflects the companv'- mission
to organize the immense, seemingly infinite amount ot infer
matron ,i\ rilabie on the Web."
As the Internet has adapted
and advanced, it appears to have
found its niche in society —
Google has done the same. Not
only is it the world's l.irgest and
most-effective search engine, but
it has become a societal icon associated with results ami answers.
Google began in IW5 as a
research project at Stanford
University by graduate students
Segcv Brin and Larry Page,
according to WWngOoAjOOm.
Initially called 'BackRub' fa liability to analyze hacklinks
pointing to a given Web site, the
engine soon would evolve into
perhaps one of the driving forces
behind the Internet's recent -u,
cess. Brin and Page were on a
mission to solve one of computing's biggest challenges —
retrieving relevant information
from a massive set of .l.it.i
Google went public Sept. 7,
1998, as a beta release — with relative penetration into the search
engine market — serving roughly 10,000 searches a day. Leas
than a year later, the search
engine advanced to Marking
WOiXX) searches a day, and in its

first year of search engine existence, it was rated as one of the
W?b's best 100 search engines
and Web sites by PC Magazine —
still under a beta build. Roughly
a year later, Google exited its beta
stage and began serving over
three million searches per day.
Google's
success
was
in-t.intly exponential, as today
Google services over 200 million searches daily, scouring
over three billion pages for data
and information, according to
the Google MM sit,. With .in
initial Ihraff employees running
fmm their garage band i
headquarters, Google now has
over 1,000 employees and a
corporate headquarters called
the Googleplex located in
Mountain View, Calif.
Google is available in 35
different languages and traffics over 73 million users a
month. "The perfect search
engine would understand
exactly what you mean and
give back exactly what you
want," Page said. "Though
acknowledged as the world's
leading search technology
company, Google's goal is to
provide a much higher level
of service to all those who
seek information, whether he
or she is at a desk in Boston,
driving through Bonne, or
strolling in Bangkok."
Not only is it the largest
Internet search engine, but it
also sells sen ices th.it allow vorporations to index and utilize
their search algorithms (a technical term for search techniques)

when one needs to rummage
through just a corporate or organizational Web site, as opposed
to the entin' Internet. ,
JMU and other educational
institutions utilize Google's
search services free of charge,
as this is Google's way of giving back what they have benefited from education.
"Our university program is an
important step forward in expanding distribution rcir ( ioogfc's search
services, said Hnn who now
serves as president of Google.
"Students and users of university
sites an' actively seeking and
researching specific information
both on the Web and within an
institutkwi's domarn
"Our ultimate goal is (to)
support the free flow of information, majdna it universally accessible to all." he said. 'This program takes us one step further."
Page said, "Education has
been a very important part erf our
lives, and we're thrilled to have
an opportunity to give back to
the educational community,"
Mid Page, who now acts as
Qxrgle's chief executive officer.
Google is to the Internet what
gasoline is to automobiles — an
inherent necessity. Singlehandedly,
Google's search technologies have
rejuvenated an exhausted Internet
Its simplicity, effectiveness and efficiency idea 11 v arc what the Internet
is all about — empowerment.
Google puts information at the
world's fingertips, and is perhaps
one of the most powerful look the
world has ever seen since the
dawn of computing.

UNTER MCGUIRE SCHOOL

OPEN HOUSE

contributing writer
Students interested in
film writing and producing
or science-fiction are in for a
treat, but don't worry —
film-making aliens are not
descending on JMU.
Even better, award-winning
film writer, director and pnv
ducer Greg Pak, will screen his
new movie "Robot Stories"
Wednesday at 7 p.m. After the
screening, which will be held in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, he will
speak to students about the
film and his experiences in the
independent film industry.
The University Program
Board arranged for the screening
and Pak's speech, according to
junior Manilla Seddiq, director
of cinematic events. She said she
heard about Pak thmugh
Anthony Marchegiano ('03), a
former UPB director who now
interns with the filmmaker.
"This is a great opportunity
for film students, and students

interested in writing and pnv ing to his Web site, IVWUK
during." Seddiq said.
gregpak.com. He said the film
According to Pak, "Robot is "about people grappling
Stories" is a collection of four with changing technology,
vignettes about human inter- and the emotional side ... of
action with robots and artifi- a changing world."
cial intelligence. The four
The idea for the film came
pieces are independent, but from his childhood penchant for
follow a cycle-of-life pattern, robots, and his later appreciation
starting with a piece set in for science fiction in that "things
the present about a couple don't blow up, [like] The
who must take care of a Twilight Zone' or (the works of]
robotic baby before they can Ray Bradbury," Pak said.
adopt a human child. He said
Marchegiano said, "I'm glad
the stories go on over time, it's being able to be shown to an
with the final piece taking audience that's pretty far out of
place in 2027, when a man the independent circuiL Greg's a
must choose between natural great speaker with a lot of enerdeath or robotic immortality.
gy, and I think people will enjoy
Hie film currently is showing the grassroots campaign we're
in New York and Washington, running with this film "
D.C., and, in the coming weeks,
Pak said he enjoyed making
will be released in Boston, the film because it allowed him
Chicago, Los Angeles, St. Louis to combine aspects of science
and San Fransisco, according to fiction and artificial intelliMarchegiano.
gence with humanistic quesThis is Pak's first feature- tions, such as, "what it is to
length film; his previous think, feel, learn and love?"
work includes a dozen short
Tickets for the presentation
independent movies, accord- are available at the door for $3.

LAUGHS: Funny duo prevails
over college crowd with aplomb
HUGHS, fnm page 11
manner, yet behind every
self-loathing comment, there
also were jokes about how
great and funny he believes
himself to be.
Fatel admitted that he constantly is looking to get into
fights, but men often brush him
off because of his height and
short stature. "They think I am
too cute to fight," he said.
Though unsuccessful in skirmishes, Fatel certainly did know
how to make the audience of
Wilson Hall Auditorium laugh.
"1 was standing by someone
the other day," Fatel said, "and
this guy smelled so bad that I
was not offended, but actually
impressed." Fatel also spoke on
other strange topics such as his

love for muffins, his distrust of
vegans and many jokes on how
he deals with women.
"I could never be a stalker
because I have (Attention
Deficit Disorder.) I would be
up in a tree watching you,
but then forget what I was up
to after about 10 minutes." It
w this creepy, yet sweet style
that has won over many
audiences for Fatel. He is a
regular correspondent for
"The Tonight Show with Jay
Leno," and has been sent to
the two Super Bowls to
report back to the show. Fatel
also has appeared on "The
Late Show with David
Letterman" and twice has
been a voice on the Comedy
Central cartoon "Dr. Katz."
Overall, Fatel put on a hilari-

ous show. Though he did not do
anywhere near as many unrehearsed jokes as Adam Ferrara,
his tried-and-true material still
entertained the audience.
Ferrara and Fatel already
were touring together, and
Wan brought to JMU by the
University Program Board.
Freshman Jeremy Paredes,
director of public relations,
said that comedians are
brought to JMU annually, and
that these two "caught the
attention of our staff in particular and, in turn, we
sought them out."
Sophomore Katy Prouty
said, "I enjoyed the entire
show. Though Adam Ferrara
did more jokes about JMU,
which I liked, Mitch Fatel
also made me laugh."

FREE ADVANCE SCREENING

Tuesday, February 24, 2004
9:30 AM and 5:30 P.M.
74 Quicks Mill Road, Verona
(540) 248-2404
www.huntermcguire.org
Academic Excellence
VAJS Accredited - K-5
Personal Integrity, Leadership, t> Citizenship
Art, Music, Technology, Spanish

FREE MOVIE STUFF
Thursday, Feburary 26
12 Midnight
Grafton-Stovall Theatre

Pick up FREE Passes at
Taylor Hall Room 234
Movie Hotlnne 566-6/23 www upb org

camowT:

Win a DVD Player and CLUB DREAD Swag
Register at: campuscircle.net/clubdread
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"They countered our
turnovers, and that's when
they made their run."

SPORTS
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JODY LEROSE

red-shirl senior guard

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

JMU tops W&M
Dukes rebound with win Sunday after poor
performance against George Mason Friday
BY DREW WILSON

senior writer

DREW WILSON/*™... phuotmphrr
Freshman forward Meredith Alexis (40) shoot* against George Mason University Friday In Fairfax.

Coach Kenny Brooks was in a much
happier mood Sunday night than he was
rruiiv night.
JML dominated the College of
William SL Mary for most of the game en
route to a 71-58 win Sunday at the
Convocation Center.
The Dukes jumped out to a 25-8 lead
after a few ^pointers
from red-shirt senior
Sunda)
guard Jody leRoseand
red-shirt junior guard
W&M
Mary Beth Culbertson.
Meanwhile, the InNstruggled from the
floor, shooting only
16.7 percent midway
through the first half.
"We stressed defense all day
[Saturday]," Brooks said. "I thought we
were terrible on defense Friday night
(against George Mason]."
William & Mary made sevtr.il small
runs in the second half, but could not cut
the lead to less than 7 points.
Against the Tribe, the Dukes got the
ball inside to freshman forward Meredith
Ali'M-. and sophomore center Denae
Dobbins. LeRose and Culbertson hit the
outside shots. JMU also hit 22 of 27 free
throws and played solid defense.
"We're starting to get better and starting to click, Bnx>ks said "It's a good time
because you are heading into the (conference] tournament
Sunday's success was completely
opposite of Friday's 85-69 loss at George
Mason University. Although JMU shot
483 percent from the field, the team only
made nine of 23 free throws and had a
lackluster effort on defense.
"1 thought this was our worst defensive effort of the year," Brooks said. "1 (elt
like we didn't do a good job containing
their penetration, nor did we do a goRi fob
of rotating out to their shooters.
"We weren't really in this game,"
he added.
JMU opened with an early 10-7 lead by
driving the lane and getting the ball inside.
However, the Dukes' zone defense helped

the Patriots find open shtx>ters on the
perimeter. George Mason used that advantage to build up a 40-31 lead at the half.
LeRose said the Dukes' transition
defense hurt them, as well as not communk.iting with each other.
"They ran isolation plays for [guard Jen]
LXswjanik and [forward \femessa] Neamo,
and we didn't help or drop [on defense,,"
LeRose said "V* left the shooters wide open.
"They countered our turnovers,
and that's when they made their
run," she added.
The Patriots opened the second half just
as ■.In »ng, increasing their lead to as many as
22 points midway thn>ugh the half.
JMU's demise in the second half came
at the free-throw line.
"We struggled (Friday] from the line,"
Dobbins said. "Our shots weren't falling."
Miss after miss hurt the team's confidence. Brooks said.
It s terrible," he said. "1 think when
you start missing like that, it becomes contagious. 1 don't know what it was."
Brooks also faulted his team's job of
getting the ball inside to the post that led
to its eventual defeat I-ri.l.u
"That was the game plan — take
advantage of our strength and our height
inside, and I thought we did a good job of
that periodically, but we weren't consistent with it," he said.
When JMU got the ball inside against
George Mason, Dobbins and Alexis took
advantage of their size. Dobbins, who has
earned a starting job, finished with 13
points and a career-high 11 rebounds.
Alexis scored 16 points and grabbed 10
rebounds, l«Rose added 16 points.
JMU next travels to Norfolk to play
Old Dominion University Thursday.

JMU 71, W&M 58
WHUun fc Mary *-H tMtt
Often Ml tHl h. Su.*wi V) 2-2 H. Emfc 2-7 00 3.
«hkt 4-11 0-2 U. KAVILV I* V8V. Sin* 2-*tHl 2, DeHi\.-i.
5-122-5 IZ Neumr 1-2HI Timfc-2WS7-I7SH
IMU 11-15(6-4)

AJm«>a»4l4.Dlcfclf«an4-7M*l4, U*tnmh-M !
13. LrKcm VI2 IMI-. Srmmm. 14 :-21 Cut7M9.Bn«*»l«IMIO.M«Cjll Wl-2 7.l>li«r>.lihi|l.
SywjMsnIcW 1-2 I Took - 22-57 22-27 71
W*M
IMI

22 36 - 51
35 36 - 71

WOMEN'S SWIMMING

Dukes sink at CAA championships

Dukes get tangled with Monarchs

Webber, JMU swim well, but George Mason still wins title
BY JINN CHAPMAN

contributing writer
The women's swimming and diving team closed its season with an
eighth-place finish at the Colonial
Athletic Association Championship at
Cieorge Matrtfl I niversitY in lairt.iv,
finisliing ahead of Drcxel University
and the College of Charleston.
The Patriots, who hosted the
event, won the women's conference
championship.
Mary VVebber, the only graduating
senior on the team, competed in several freestyle events, placing fourth in
the 100-yard frei'sh-|e. 11th in the 200and 15th in the 50-yard freestyle.
The Dukes performed stnmgly in
other fni-st\li i will- M well.
In the 50-yard freestyle, the team
had four swimmers qualify for the
finals heal. l-a'shmaii Allison Keel was
the top finisher for the Dukes in the
event, as she swam a 24.27 seconds to

place seventh, while sophomore
Megan Loucks and junior Christine
Filak rounded out the four with 13th
and 14th places, respectively.
JMU sent five swimmers to the
finals in the 100-yard freestyle. Of the
five, Webber took fourth. Keel finished ninth, Loucks followed right
behind in 10th and freshmen
Stefanie Cnwiarty and Patty Rawlick
completed the consolation heat in
15th and 16th places.
"I think that the meet went
great," Keel said. "We had a lot of
great swims, and it was fun watching everyone swim their best."
Sophomore diver Lisa Enders,
who was named CAA Co-Performer
of the Week for the week ending (an
11, was the only Duke to place in
both the 1-meter and 3-meter dives.
She finished ninth in the 1-meter and
15th in the 3-meter dive.
Filak earned a fifth-place finish in
the 200-yard backstroke and an eighth

place finish in the 100-yard backstmke.
Junior Sarah Jane Bova K * >k 12th in
the 200-yard backstroke Junior Liuren
Scott placed seventh in the 100-yard
butterfly, and sophomon' Erin Meritt
finished ninth in the 200-yard butterfly.
JMU received more solid swims
during the 100-yard breaststroke from
freshmen Janal Danchak, Erin
OTXmneil and Sarah Bolger, as they
placed 10th, 13th and 15th respectively.
The relay teams consistently did
well throughout the course of the
season at duals, and did not disappoint at the CAA finals. Earning a
fourth-place finish in the 20-yard
medley relay was the team of Filak.
Danchak, Scott and Keel. The combination of Filak, Louks, Webber and
Keel posted another fourth-place finish in the 200-yard freestyle relay
The top finish for the Dukes in relays
came in the 400-yard freestyle, when
the team of Keel, Cromarty. Loucks
and Webber, finished third.

AMI MTBRSOM B™»(*n*»nv*n
Old Dominion University won the first nine bouts on Its way to defeating JMU 42 3 Thursday at Sinclair Gym In Godwin Hall. The Dukes fell
to 2-16 overall and 1-9 In the Colonial Athletic Association. Senior
Justin Gronlle earned the team's only win In his final home appearance.
He won the 197-pound match. Improving Ms season record to 10-13.

BASEBALL

Strong start continues for JMU
Bv TOM CIALINO
contributing writer

CHRIS LABZDA/jraur r*i*><nu>ftri
The Diamond Dukes split their Saturday doubfsheader with Bucknell University. JMU scored 16
runs on 16 hits In the first game, while blasting five home runs.

r
mm

On a day in which swirling
winds blowing out to loft field
resembled Chicago's Wriglcy
Held moro than JMU's Long
licl.I'Mauck Stadium, the
Diamond Dukes' offense
exploded for 16 runs on In
hits .ind five homo runs in a
16-10 win over Bucknell
University Saturday.
On a few of the five home
runs during the first game of
Saturday's doublehcadcr,
the ferocious winds turned
what looked to be routine fly
balls into towering shots
over the fence.
Although several players
turned in strong performances
at the plate, junior right fielder

Mike Butia stood out the most.
Ituti.i went 4 for 5 at the plate,
including
hitting a
SuniT.n
deep home
run
to
Bucknell
straightaway center
field. Huh.i
ended the
lirst gam*
of the doubleheadcr a double short of hitling tor the cycle.
After rebounding from a 210 performance in last weekend's series against Dmgwood
University, Butia said he started
hitting the ball well.
"I just felt a kit mow comfortabk' at the plate today," Butia
said. "It was one of those days
where you see it (the ball) well

and you don't think you can get
Out 1 was just in a groove."
Although Bucknell center
fielder Kyle Walter's solo
home run in the first inning
put the Bison on the board
lirst. the Diamond Dukes
exploded for 14 runs in the
hrst lour innings, chasing out
Hu. knoll s starting pitcher,
Kevin Miller. JMU pounded
Miller lor 11 runs (H of them
earned) on nine hits in three
and a third innings of work.
The Diamond Dukes' scoring barrage started in Iho first
inning when sophomore first
baseman Mitchell Moses had
his fly ball carried over the
left-field fence by the wind, to
put JMU ahead, 3-1.
tttJMV.pagrli
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JMU: Butia's bat sparks offense
JMV, from page U
With the game tied at 3
going into the home half of the
third, the Diamond Dukes utilized three-run home nine by
sophomore third baseman
Nate Schill and freshman shortstop Davis Stonebumer to blow
the game open and take a commanding 9-3 lead JMU coach
Spanky McFarland attributed
the Diamond Dukes' success at
the plate partly to the live pitching faced during batting practice this week.
"I think it's the fact that
we've been able to get outside
all week and hit some pitching," McFarland said "Were
getting our timing down, and
the wind blowing out helped a
few of those balls get out."
The Diamond Dukes didn't
stop in the fourth inning as
Butia and red-shirt freshman
catcher Dan Santobianco each
hit home runs to straight-away

center field to account for 5
more runs in the fourth inning.
The 5 runs put the
Diamond Dukes up by a score
of 14-3 and turned the early
game of the daytime doubleheader into a blowout.
Santobianco, who also hit
a game-tying home run in
game two, talked about his
ability to see the ball and the
gusts of wind blowing outward throughout the day.
"My first home run, I think
the wind definitely helped it get
over," Santobianco said "I was
seeing the ball real well [during
batting practice), and today just
felt better than most."
With Saturday's weather
conditions favoring the hitters, it took a strong performance and smart game plan on
the hands of JMU starting junior right-handed pitcher Brian
Leatherwood to keep the
Bison in check.
After surrendering 3 runs

in the first two innings,
Leatherwood held Bucknell
to one single and no runs in
five total innings on the way
to picking up his second win
of the season.
McFarland
continually
praised Leatherwood's mental
toughness, which was needed
to pitch on such a windy day,
especially considering JMU's
inability to scout opponents
this early in the season.
"A lot of times, when you
play a team like this early in the
year, you really don't have anything to go by as far as how to
pitch
(to
other]
guys,"
McFarland said "I think in both
games we made some adjustments and started to shut them
down better."
After pulling leatherwood,
McFarland turned to freshman
left-handed pitcher Jacob
Cook. Cook was solid in his
first two innings of relief until
a shaky eighth inning, when

the Bison put up 5 runs to pull
the score to 16-10
Cook settled down to
retire the final batter of the
eighth and turn the ball over
to freshman right-handed
pitcher Bobby Lasko for a 12-3 ninth inning
During the second half of
the twin bill, the Diamond
Dukes fell by a score of 6-5 in a
seven-inning contest Key
errors and the inability to sustain the offensive momentum
gained from game one cost the
Diamond Dukes. Mcfarland
said Bucknell pitcher Matt
Daley went thedistance for the
Bison and picked up his first
win of the season
JMU beat Bucknell 16-6
Sunday afternoon, claiming the
season series, 2-1 The Diamond
Dukes will next travel to
Charlottesville to play a nonconference game against the
University of Virginia. The first
pitch is scheduled for 3 p m

-WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS-

Dukes hit road, place
second in tri-meet
The women's gymnastics
team
placed second
in
Saturday's tn-meet with Cornell
University and the University of
Pennsylvania.
The Dukes
scored a season-high team score
of 192025, while Penn won the
meet with a school-record team
score of 193 575.
JMU also set season-high
scores on the parallel bars with
a 48.150, as well as on the balance beam with a score of
48.625. Sophomore Jessica
Caravello recorded a careerbest 9 900 on the balance earn,
placing second in the event
and aiding the Dukes in claiming the beam title Senior
Nicole DiFilippo and junior
Angela Peterson also had
career-high scores on the beam
of 9.825 and 9 650, respectively

DiFilippo also captured the bar
title, posting an individual score of
9850. Four other Dukes — senior
Erin Fitzgerald, junior Amanda
Beltz,
sophomore
Lauren
Caravello and senior Jennifer
Robinson — notched career-high
in the event with scores of 9 625,
9.650,9625 and 9 425
Penn's Emily Petkun won
the beam (9.925) and the floor
routine with a 9 850 on her way
to earning the all-around title
with a 38.950
Fitzgerald placed second
in the all-around with a
career-high total of 38 575.
Her score is the third-best alltime JMU all-around total.
The Dukes next will travel to
Chappel Hill, N.C. Feb 27 to face
the University of North Carolina.
—from staff reports

have your fun,
and credits too

TURN this
into THIS

Summer

SEEKING PARTICIPANTS for a study:
Must be 18 - 24 years-old, a Virginia resident,
and want to quit smoking.
You will be PAID for your time.
Come find out more at an information session:
FEBRUARY 24th, TAYLOR 305,6 p.m.
MARCH 1st, TAYLOR 304,6 p.m.

Hawai'i!
Hawii'i
MANOA

(Juouom- c.inmcl Hollie Young (younghnWjmujdu) or Alhir Nalim imlm.x«jimi.edu> (S40> 568-1647

Umm 1:

" "*'' 24"J"lY 2' s•m,"•'2: J"1* ••»«i"»i u

SUMMER SESSIONS

www.summer.hawaii.edu • toll-free 1 (800) 862-6628

USE YOUR DETECTIVE INSTINCTS
AND FIND THE BREEZE NEAR YOU
On-campus
Alumnae Hall
Anthony-Sceger Hall
Burruss Hall
Carrier Library
Chandler Hall
CISAT
Duke Hall
Facilities Management
Frederikson Hall
Frye Building
Gibbons Dining Hall
Godwin Bus Stop

Godwin Hall
Harrison Hall
Health Center
Hillcrest House
Hoffman Hall
Huffman Hall
Jackson Hall
Johnston Hall
Keezell Hall
Maury Hall
Medical Arts
Miller Hall
Modular Building
Moody Hall

Mr. Chips
Music Building
PC Dukes
Roop Hall
Sheldon Hall
Shenandoah Hall
Sonner Hall
Taylor Hall
Theatre II
UREC
Varner House
Wampler Hall
Warren Hall
Wellington Hall

Wilson Hall
Zane Showker Hall

Main Street Bar & Grill
Mike's Mini-Mart
Mr. Gatti's
Mr. J's Bagels
Nautilus Fitness Center
Neighbor's Exxon
Pizza Hut
Port Road Exxon
Purple Dawg
Runner's Corner
Simple Pleasures
Spanky's
The Look

Off-campus
Anthony's Pizza
Artful Dodger
Biltmore Grill
Calhoun's
Dukes Mobil
Hole in the Wall
Jess' Quick Lunch
Laughing Dog
Luigi's

These are just some of the more than 90 delivery locations for The Breeze.

NOW HIRING Summer 2004
and Fall 2004, with positions in:
Member Services, Office Assistant,
Marketing, Intramurals, Informal
Recreation,Group Fitness and
Wellness, Aquatics and Safety,
Equipment Services, Adventure,
Computing, Fitness and Nutrition,
and Maintenance.

Application Deadline: March 1,2004
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CLASSIFIEDS
OR REN
Student Frlendl. House* Nice,
qulel arees ft Aatti, three
Dedrooms, parking yard. W/O.
smokers and pelt *»«Kome. June
1. lor details can 879-9947
4 — dreem Condo Lease August,
newly rtnovaled. Hunter a Ridge.
$2l0.00/bed. Managed by
owners. Call Julie. 5405780745.
.1y
i Week Massenutter..
5/07 - 5/14 Summrt/GokJ Grown
2 BR, 2 BA sleeps 6 Full kitchen,
dec*, fkepiate. jacuui tub $1500
ofto. Ca« fl78»497444

I >i*l you know that your
I>:ii. nts can gel a
subscription to

The Breeze?
$41) lor third class mail
or $80 for firvi class mail.
you on receive u lull year uf

The Breeze.'
Call today to sum your
suhscriplHm!
Call 568-6127 today!
Large One tearoom Apartments
Convenient kxet.on. available 8/17.
1380. Cell 43MSO0.
Student Housing In the Outer

nway. ava*aMe June 1, W/D. $560.
Call 4331569,
3 Bestreoet House Available
8/1/04 242 N. Meaon Street;
large rooms, oMatreet parking;
deteoned garage $390/moth per
person, includes electric, gat, end
water. Ca» for appt 437 0193
llimaiiiets) Wanted FurnitnerJ
1-Dedroom with study room or 2nd
droom $385 per month plus
1*35 per person for utilities
f Storage, exercise equipment,
1
wireleee internet. 12-month lease.
Can 57*0101.

2 Bedroom HO.M Available
8/1/04 281 W. Market Street
Very cute, cottage-type with oil
street parking $300/month. Ceti
for appt. 437-0193
•at Res* Three lav*, 4 bedroom.
2 bath, 1-2 people per level. Fully
furnished. Collage Station
Available 8/1/04, managed by
owner. Call Judy, 47S5408.
LefteT*
5 bedroom. 3
bath, furnished, washer and dryer
Available Jury 1 $1.250/month
Close to campus. Mountain View
Dm*. Contact Joe Miller. 4336236.
4 Bedroom Cortdo la Hentei's
Rafts* Available now. tongyahotlterm leases. Non smoking. Call
Dave or Pam al 540-740 2688
Large Croup Hnu-« Available
8/1/04 20B Newman Ava: 11
bedrooms divided into 4 units,
each with its own bathroom and
kitchen 2 specious common
rooms and a full basemeni.
$360 month per person Includes
electric, gas, and water Cell for
appt. 4370193
8 led room House Available
Short term lease, must vacate by
7/15/04 242 N. Meson Street.
Off-street parking. $400/month.
Call lor appt.
4370193.
B Itd'oom House Available
8/1/04 240 N. High Street; 2
bathe, 2 kitchens, speooue rooms,
off-street perking with large
backyard. $375/month per penon.
includes electric, gas. end water.
Call for appt, 4370193.
I ■■drool M^veaeASe ■/l/aV
281 W Market St: large room
freshly painted, off street parking,
$375/month per person, includes
electric, gas, and water Call for
appt. 4370193,

Advertise in
The Breeze
Classified Ads!

t

For Meat 2 bedroom Bluestone
St.. 3-4 bedroom Ohio Ave. Call
540*7*9548
USB Soath aSeto S bedrooms,
basement. DSL, year lease. June,
across from campus, $1375. Call
4330964

S3.00 for the first 10 words
S2 00 lor each add'l 10 words
Block ads are $10 inch

Now accepting

ai
WE HAVE
PROPERTY AT:
HUNTER'S RIDGE
DEVON LANE
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-M'S
OLD SOUTH HIGH
HIGH STREET
SOUTH MAIN STREET

Visa or Muter Card

Nags Head - Student Summer
Rentals, eeeoreexerea'tycom for
pictures. 1 252 255*328
Main Street, Lease August.
$195.00. Can 5404784510.
Large Temaewee • 3 bedrooms
2 1/2 baths, lerge .deck
basement, snort walk to campus
$250 each, available in August
Call 4332221.

2-7 Bedroom Houses

Mint i

Furnished & Unfurnished

I« mart inforeiafcoe aid neWante
Bjjatajssi sBajsjajM BTIafjajaj
Mass ajjaaaassssi tasjBalssI IsM

2-7 Bedroom houses
ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMU!
NO BUS RIDE'
Riner Rentals
438-8800
3 Bedroom Apt Available Shortterm lease, must vacate by
7/15/04. 281 W Market Street
Freshly painted, off-street parking,
uUltles included $350/month per
person, Csll for appt, 4370193.
iMNew IS AaWtmewta AH
appliances, available 8/17. $475.
Cell 4331569
•eel aw Mai ttumk 3 Bedroom
townhouee available August 2004 In
Kwstar school area, guiet and safe
neighborhood, garage, large deck,
phone end cable outlets m each
room, partJaSy furnished, $285 per
person. For more details or en
appointment, can 1 800842 2227,
or email apyder60e>srienief. net.
Spacious and Quiet 2I»
Aaertmerrts $275 per person in
6-unit student building Fully
equipped with 1/5 both, W/0, A/C,
D/w, end large living and dining
rooms. Cat or dog allowed. Visit
•wm.ceelfeproperiy.eom

Place your ad today!

it BBSB assets' K
1-M0-533-5M1
Christian evslnees Opportunity •
For e free Info pack please cell
1*00 58*5873 Pteeee leave ID *
81910.
Make Mom, Taking Online
Serveys
Esrn S10 - $125
for surveys. Earn $28 - 260
for
focus
groups.
Visit
www caah4aludenla.eom/pree/e.
Apply et jess
Lunch #2 Hiring far ail shifts.
Freshmen, sophomores and junkxs
preferred.

Residential Llfegyard Staff
Needed
At a summer camp
located in Wakefieid
Va.
Employment rune Memorial Day late August Current Lifeguard and
Professional
Rescuer CPR
certifications required. For
information, contact the Airfield 4
H Center at 757 899-4901.
Onh $1? to run \our
"For Sale" ad for the
entire semester or until
your Item sell*.
(whichever comei first)!
This offer is good now through
April 29 and only anises to
adwriiang m the "ftr Sale"
section Ad* must t* 20 word*
or Ins Offer applfcs to Individual
Hems only Retail itorts and
businesses do not qualify for this
special offer All ads art subaxi
to Beetle approval
DCN'T MB OUT ON TW
GREAT DEAL!

Call 566-OL27 for more
Information

Chevrolet CevaRer . 98,000 milee.
new tires, good condition Must
sell by Junal $2,000 or best offer
Ceil Lauren at 574-2338.
Looking Fer More Floor SeeeeT
Try e Tlmbernest bed loft for $175
Contact Saundra Barrett at 61?
5817 or oarnwHsSjmu edu

Leoklrtg fer More Misty, ftwt
Join Jefre, Work anytime. 50%
comm.es.on. 100% profit. Meet fun
people, learn fashion trends,
www my)BfrB.com/RFLU£ HEN

Skl/Oolf Recreational Package
Plus more at Massanutten $500
Good through September 2004
2404201874

Want a chanca to work
with the coolsst kids on
eavnptM?)
Wnte or lake pictures for

IBBfl BtttW ease $2400 Silver
paint, new tires
radio/cd
speakers, battery. Good conoVuon.
needs from seat covers. 198 K
rrstes. Can 4330242.
IBM Hewee CMe OX Automatic.
Sir, 84.000 miles. $6,000. Csll
289-7974.
1BB3 CeasBee Usne ■ Aa seen at
JMU and UVA lasi year. Check it
out at www.biiiaaQt.com/Hmo/.

newspaper'

IBM VW Beetle • Silver, great
condition. 5-speed. A/C. leather
CD. 63,000 miles $6,900 Call
249-6761

CU 544-4127 foe more
I a fer aia tie a!

Waterbed
King sue, great
condition, everything included Call
Mike. 4354369.

JMlf's award- winning

Local full service agency, close
to JMU campus Professional Caring 28 years in the business
(540) 442-1111
1587 Port Republic Road
Spring Break Free parties, best
hote'v lowest pncesl call
160<"> 9656789
www Dreancs (ravel com
Spring Break - Beach and Ski trips
on aese new Cas 1 800-SUNCHASE
asses* ar sea* mww.wnchM9.com.
2 R/T Airline Tlckerts
about enywhere. Contribute to the
light against Cancer and they're
yours
www WmrfteFighf.org

*MCt IS UMIID IOOK NOW

JuSO© 2147007
41 Spring Ireak Vacations •
Cancun lamaca, Acapulco,
Bahamas, and Florida. Best
parties, best hotels, best prices.
Group discounts, organizers travel
free. Space la limited, book now
and save! Call 1-800-234-7007
www fncwss5ummerrburs.com.

Ride Straight te BWI AJreert Fee
Spring Break Use College Tr en sit
directly from campus. Visit
[•vansvt.com for details

Fraternities - Sororttkw

SPRING BREAK '04

Bemeisi JeSJela Have Appry now
o\mnmrn9PullamUovtng. corn

Live end Work en Use Outer Sank*
Nags need s**a. 'h-s summer Now
hiring for all positions Please visit
www.mworfh.c0m
for more
Informetlon end en employment
■as N BJJB".

Barmen and Associates Travel

TRAVEL

IMIIMN *','*• HIM
•NmSANDS ifpS-eBSBI

a-ae Baeaaeatte Luggage tot
1 large rolling check-thru and
matching cairyon duffle $50 00.
Great for spring break' Csll
5883078

. a a.
South Meson St., 4 blocks from
csmpus. available June 1,
appliances. Call 434-3790.

568 - 6127

i- Shaded deck.
August,
call

1-2-3-4 or 5 Bedroom
apartments

Fer Reel - 2 bed/2 bath condo m
new building. Fully furnished.
Hunter's Ridge. $375 per bed.
Available 8/1/04. Managed by
owner. Call Hen, 540-298-2074.

credit cards!

$220 each,
4332221.

Club* Studant Groupa

Dgn'tGctUI

Earn $1,000 $2,000 this
semester with a proven
CempusFundraaeer 3 hour fund
rasatng event. Our free programs
make fundraising easy with no
neks. Fundrertina; dates are
filling quickly, so get wnh the
programl It works.

SAVE $100 PER ROOM1
idpSSwd

"stun
(MM

m

\m*tmmmtmtmidmmn
«Fu»drak*
Contact Ca
11888)9233238 Of visit
www. emmputfund nil ser. com

v.ww.sunsplashtours.coni

1.800.426.7710
- Now accepting credit
cards' Bli/iard of the month:
February Chocolate Cherry Love,
March Mint Oreo.

Bahamas Spring Breek Party
Crvlea • Five days from $279. Party
with Real World Pans celebrities
et esciusive cast parties. Great
beeches and nightlife. Includes
meals, port/hotel taxes. Can
160O67S6386
www Sprin^nfaArrevaVcom.

97% of JMU Students
read Th« 8r»aza, .

$»rtne; Breek Panama City $1H
7 nights. 6 free parties, free
covert. 9 dey spring break
Bahamas Cruise $279 Cancun.
Jamaica. Nassau $529. Oaytona
$159 Call 18006786386
www. Sprmgflreak Trave' com

Ih. YOl'haxr
\omeihinn to say?

mm a

Hare an ad in The Brrat
personals!

In© I
The> Urrtmot* Bxpewtemcei

Free Meals
I 100 733 6347

$509

Call 568-6127 or email
the braazaiSifmu.edu for
more Information*

yaUT

iwnBeachLileVacations com

Visit www.thebreeze.org today!

affis£>
MEN'S BASKETBALL VS. DREXEL
25 • 7 PM
Convocation Center

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

BARE. Progrom Night
(Children wearing a Just Soy Mo or
DARE t-«hirt get in for free)

BASEBALL VS. FORDHAM (DH)
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 28 • 12 PM
Long Field/Mauck Stadium
Two for One Day
Two tickets for the price of One (Sen. Ad. Only)
Two Hot Dogs for the price of One.

MEXICAN GRILL
All our burrlfos start with ctlantro hmt rice
and your choia of black or pinto banns (no
btmns on fajtta Burrttos) topped off with
your choice of salsa and cheete or sour cream.
MIMITOS

BASEBALL VS. FORDHAM
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 29 • 12 PM
Long Field/Mauck Stadium
Sae-RiWTtekBt.
On Sale!

Made ro era'ar-juir Hov. you Uk* n
fWi'tfsr iafPCdianls

*ua only the frflast,

Calchea BurHa
«.tf
Ttriitr chicken merlnetetl In our tftrial aioeo ipiett
end grilled frtth
Steak B.rrIte
I.4S
Lean beef ntcfaeled in eur spade) *4obo tptcei and
grilled fresh
Q.eued Slrleln Burrlte
Lean around iirletn wtont4 with eefhentic
Mesfcan tpicti

TOWN & CAMPUS RECORDS
20 W. Water St., do.wntown H'Burg

1 ssso
call for directions

Hiiaje WINTER Sale!

4.ff

Vefetarlan Barriea
A ctlaniro Umt nee. ana<raniot# and bean bumio
100% vageianan
Faille Classics BarHte
Grilled chicken or sleek, sweet red onion*
end bell peppers (no beans)

Chicken
SJB
Sleek

■eahsa Bar rile
Prefer forks to f\n$ir$'> Order any above bur-no ivrved in
a bowl with an optional torrille on the side

Now until March 21

WE ACCEPT FLEX!
•

4th FREE

FREE

Regular Drink i
i with Purchase of '
■
Entree.

Laree Import posters

i
I

New this week and this month: Disturbed, Deicide,
Incubus, Indiejo Girls, Damafeplan, Probot

223 Burgess RO.
Harrtsonburg, VA 22801
5W.564.1515
ww.qdoba.com

Mon-Thura: 11 am-4 pm

We cater. Call us for your next party!
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REGENT UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION

&

THE ARTS

Master of Arts • Master of Fine Arts • Ph.D.
Communication is the lifeblood of humanity. Its power is immeasurable. Through
it, actors become worldwide role models. Newscasters influence cultural
thinking. Educators shape future generations. The authority of the mass media to communicate for good or for bad lies in the hands of their leaders.
Regent University's School of Communication & the Arts is dedicated to
preparing Christians, both professionally and creatively, to assume positions of
leadership in their chosen field. We build leaders whose influence in the arts and media
can change the world for Christ.
The School of Communication & the Arts offers:

J
/

R

• M.A. In Communication
- Cinema
- Television
■ Theatre Arts
• Communication Studies
• M.A. In Journalism

o F
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r
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• MFA In Script * Screenwrttlng
• MFA In Acting
• MFA In Acting, Directing
• Ph.D. In Communication

For More Information visit www.regent.edu/communication or call 888.777.7729

REGENT
UNIVERSITY.
KM) Ri-Kcnl L'n'iwwiy Drive, Virginia Bead1, VA r.T-l&l-WX)

*•" UnaaMya poaraaa *»an«n« ma admaalon ol atunanr. M » « maMon ammm bu< ara nol arjpkM 10 oraclua. a oharaa aluM
nod, m Ma of raco. oraor. raaaan. ami mililli or national or athnlc orlajn. Aaaarl unMnay » aooMWrl By 0» CommMlon on Coaaaaa
of ma Sownam Aaaooauon ol Cooaaaa and Samoa (IBM Soulnam Lana DaoMur. (M 3(X»M0a7: Waprlona rwrraw W4«704emi a> aaanl
ota oacnaw.. manor! and amoral oaaraoa
Daaant Unhanay a carfKaM t* Da) 9aaa Counm of Harar E&xm*lvWtntoamw*cm*mm*^<fitCc™m***t**<ilVi1N±

WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE?

A SUPERSTAR?
WELL RIGHT YOU ARE.

SUBMIT
TO THE UPB COMPILATION

DUE: MARCH 1 ST @ 5PM

ALL GENRES ACCEPTED
EXPOSE YOURSELF
TO THE JMU COMMUNITY

TAKE THAT DEMO/EP/ALBUM OF YOURS
TO TAYLOR 234. NOW. DO IT.
FOR MORE INFO-YOU KNOW YOU WANT IT- CONTACT THESE GUYS
SEANBRANIGAN
MATT STUART

BRANIGSM@JMU.EDU
STUARTMX@JMU.EDU
OR VISIT: http://upb.jmu.edu

YOU DON'T NEED TO BE A STUDENT TO SUBMITI

